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MINING BILL,
COUNCIL'S, AMENDMENTS.

Schedule of 2.5 amendments made by
the Legislative C"ouncil now considered,
in Committee.

MR, QuINaAN9 in the Chair; The
MrNisnn PoR. MiNESa in charge of the
Bill.

Nos. 1 to 7-agreed to.
No. 8-Clause 17, line 4, after the

word 'right," strike out the remainder
of the clause:

TnnE MINISTER: The Council had
struck out the words, " and no person
shall be employed upon a lease or claim
unless he is the owner of a miner's right."
It was hardly worth while fighting for
the retention of these words, but he
moved I hat the words "two shillings and
six pence " be struck out and "1five
shillings " inserted in lieu. He hoped
the Committee would agree to the
alteration rather than send the Bill back
again. The price of a miner's right was
109. BEy these alterations the amount
was reduced to 5s., arid it would not be.
necessary for every person working on1 a
mine to hold a. miner's right.

Ms. WALLACE was sorry the Min-
ister was giving way on this clause, It
was also unfortunate that members had
not copies of the Bill showing the amend-
ments made by the Assembly.

Turn MINISTER: The clause as the
Assembly amended it before sending it
to the Upper House read:-

Subject to the provisions of this Act, a
mniner's right or any numnber of miners' rights

may be granted to any person applying for
the same upon payment of a sum of two
shillings and sixpence for each miner's right,
and no person shall be employed upon a. lease
or claim unless he is the holder of a miner's
right.
The question was whether we should
insist upon making every person working
on a mine hold a miner's right and
reduce the price to 2s. 6d., or whether we
should allow the compulsory provision to
go, and raise the price of a miner's right
to 5s. If we reduced the price fromr 10s.
to 2s. 6d. without any corresponding
advantage, that would mean a great loss
of revenue.

MR. WALLACE: In the discussion
that took iplaee in the Assembly, no sound
argument was used in favour of the
amendment as now proposed by another
place. His desire was that every man
making his living by working the gold
products of this State should bear an
equal proportion of the burden. It was
not a case of taxing alone the man who
went out in the first instance with his
life in his hands, because that man had
chances of getting more out of the gold
products of the State than a wages man.
The desire was that all men should
equally bear the burden, and those men
working for wages were willing to hear
their share. Some of the arguments of
another place in opposition to the reduc-
tion of the price of a miner's right to
2s. Gd. and to compelling every man
working on a mine to hold a miner's
right were absurd, It was urged that, if
it were compulsory for every miner to have
a miner'a right, miners would stand over
and not go to work unless the company
provided the right, which would in some
instances cost a company a very large sum.
It was-nonsense to say that a moan would
forfeit his chance of getting employmnent
for the sake of half-a-crown. If the
working muiner was willing to take his
equal share of the burden of taxaJEti, he
should not have placed upon him byv
another place the stigma that he would
not pay the fee for a miner's right. The
Assembly should be unallnious in not
agreeing to the amendment, as no argu-
ment was brought forward that the
clause, as sent to the Council, could
inflict any hardship upon the miner.

TIRE PREMIER:- The Bill originally
provided that the fee should be 5s., but a,
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proviso was, in opposition to the wish of
the Minister for Mines, embodied in the
'clause passed by the Assembly that
every person employed on a, lease or
claim should take out a mniner's right, and
it herame necessary to reduce the amount
to half-a-crown. The higher suma of -5s.
was not unfair as long as we did not
make it com pulsory for every man em-
ployed on a lease to take out a right. The
question was whether we were to insist
on every person employed on a mine, in
cyaniding or surface work as well as in
underground work, holding a right. It
was a novel proposition.

Mn. Hs'is: It-was the law in every
part of Australia.

THE PREMIER was astonished to
bear it. It meant a special systemi of
taxation on one particular section of the
community. If we had a right to im-
pose a poll tax on a person employed on
a, lease or claim, we had a right to put a
poll tax upon persons employed in other
industries. He thought it was an ab-
jectionable clause, and that it would be
better to accept the motion of the
Minister for Mines.

Mut. HASTIE: Having been instru-
mental in g-etting the clause inserted in
the Bill, he thought it was primarily in
the intterests of the State that every- maw
should4 have the opportunity of dis-
covering gold. The position hitherto
was that before a man could look for
gold in this State he had to pay 10s. for
a right, and that if a man discovered gold
but did not hold a right, the first pos-
sessor of a right who caime along could
jump that man's claim. Hundreds of
such cases had occurred, and dluring
the Kanowna. boom jumping was con-
sidered a payable local industry. The
fee of half-a-crown was quite sufficient.
Unless a man held a miner's right he
could not hold an inch of ground on the
goldfields outside a, township; but the
question was how the reduction was to
be brought about. He thought it was
better to adopt the system which obtained
in Victoria for some time, and held good
ini Queensland and Tasmania, by which
ever ' man working in the industry would
pay a direct lax of half-a-crown. Miners
as ;6b rule were not employed regularly,
and in their unemployed intervals they
should be encouraged to go out and look
for new goldfields. If they asked Lhese

men to pay 10s. or, in many eases, 5s,,
they wbre not so ready to acquire the
right that would enable them to mine
anywhere. Some extraordinary argu-
ments were brought forward against the
proposal. It was said that the men
would not come forward for work because
they would refuse to pay the half-a-crown.
That was- an insult to the miners. When
firewood-cutters had to pay a license of
5s, a month, the timber companies had
no difficulty in getting woodohoppers: It
was equally nonsense to say the clause
wou ld imnipose a tax on com panies, for the
companies would not be asked to pay a
shilling, as men looking for work would
take out rights. The Premier was
correct in saying that it would be a direct
tax on one industry, but by declaring
that a man must pay 10s. or 5s. before
being allowed to put a pick into the
ground, we just as surely taxed a special
elass,-the men who went abroad on
their own and tried to open up new
avenues of industry and who were deserv-
ing of the greatest consideration from
our hands. He (Mr. Hastie) still thought
the clause, as we passed it, was desirable,
and that we would be wise in adhering to
our former decision.

MR. BATH:- Though the clause which
went to the Council met with his approval
on the passage of the Bill through the
Assemnbly, he had since formed the opinion
that the object sought to he obtained
would not be attainedl in the method
adopted, He would therefore vote for
the Council's amendmnent with the farther
amendment to fix the fee at 6s., because
he was satisfied that, unless we could
secure some particular advantage by
making it compulsory for all men to have
miners' rights, it was absolutely wrong
to put on the miners a sptEial taxation of
half-a-crown for a right to earn their
livelihood.

.Ma. JOHNSON supported the moem-
ber for Mount Mtagnet (Mr. Wallace).
Since this amendmnent was made he (Mr-.
Johnson), as general secretary of a
mniners' association, had probably ad-
dressed more meetings of mniners. than
any other member; and the men were
unanimously in favour of the clause as
it left the Assemably. Either the miner's
right should he abolished or everyone
engaged in mining work compelled to
take one out. Whil'. in another plate

Amendmenta.[ASSEMBLY.]
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the Colonial Secretary supported the
clause, those who opposed ithadadvocated
the abolition of the miner's right. They
were prepared to charge the prospector,
whol could not- afford to pay a fee of five
shillings, but would not tax the wages
man, who could better afford to pay than
the prospector. Tax everybody or tax
nobody. Better make the fee 2s. 6d.

MR. TAYLOR supported the Council's
amendment. Previously in Cormmitte he
opposed the clause as sent to another
place, thinking it unfair to single out
the wages miner for special taxation
while employees in other occupations
were not similarly taxed. As to the al-
luvialist, his miner's right was his title
to mine on Crown lands, and was looked
on by miners as the most sacred provi-
sion of the mining law. As the rights
gave prospectors a standing in warden's
courts, and were otherwise advantageous,
they would not consider the tax a hard-
ship. Though the facility with which we
accepted amendments from another
place was regrettable, he had pleasure in
supporting this one.

Question passed, the amendment as
now amended agreed to.

No. 9-Clause 86, Suhelause 2, line 3,
strike out "1fifty-five " and insert " sixty-
six :

THE MINISTER: This would increase
the authorised length of lease along the
line of reef or lode to the extent origin-
ally proposed in this House. As some
(6Qmbers here had made astrong fight for
66 chains, it was hardly worth while de-
bating the Council's amendment. 'He
moved that the amendment be agreed to,
subject to a consequential amendment in
Clause 87.

MR. HASTIE: When last we dis-
cussed this question the object of those
who inserted " 55 chains " was to prevent
one lessee having an exclusive right to
ain unduly large area; and the 66 chains
was a comproiuise suggested by the
Minister himself as a sufficient length of'
reef for any reasonable company. An-
other place thought we oughlt to lock up
as much mining ground as possible, and
proposed 66 chains. Why not 166, if it
were desirable to give away ground ?
Goldfields muembers unanimously dis-
approved of concentrating labour on large
leases, such amalgamation being the big-
gest curse on any goldfield. This was a

vital question. By reducing the area
investment would not be discouraged,
but much more mining would result.

THE MINISTER: Members would
observe that though the Council had
made 25 amendments, only three could
be deemed important-this amendment,
the amendment as to miners' rights, and
the amendment in Clause 281;j and the
last-mentioned would not he agreed to.
We should pass this amendment out of
courtesy to another place, whose demands
were very modest.

Question passed, the Council's amend-
ment agreed to.

Nos. 10, 11--agreed to.
No. 12-Clause 185, Subelause 1, lines

2 and 3, strike out the words "land held
in fee simple, not being private land
within the meaning of this part of this
Act," and insert " other land ":

THE MINISTER moved that the
amendment be agreed to, as it would
facilitate mining on leasehold as well as
freehold private property.

Question passed, the amendment agreed
to.

No. lB-Clause 144, line 5, strike
out the word " unoccupied" :

THE MINISTER: This would give a
right to enter on any ground whether
occupied or not. He moved that the
amendment be agreed to.

Question passed, the amendment agreed
to.

Nos. 14 to 21-agreed to.
No. 22 -Clause 281. lines 6 and 7,

strike out the word "existing," and after
the word "1encumbrance " insert the
words " entered into or incurred after the
commencement of this Act":

THE MINISTER: This amendment
dealt with the question of the lien for
wages. The Assembly agreed that miners
should have priority over any existing
mortgage or encum brance. The word
"existing" got into the clause by mis-
take, and hse intended to agree to that
amendment, for the provision was re-
quired to apply not only to mortgages in
existence, but to those that might be
made after the passing of the Bill.
Some mortgages might remlain in exist-
ence for 20 years after the passing of the
Bill, so that he did not feel inclined to
agree to the second p~ortion of the amend-
ment. In the case of the Anaconda
mine, the men were left for a h)ng time
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without their wages. He intended to
move that the second amendment be not
agreed to, but that the following words
be substituted in lieu of those inserted by
the Council :-" But until the expirationi
of one year from the commencement of
this Act such lien shall not prevail against
any mortgage, charge, or other encum-
brance entered into, or incurred and regis-
tered before the commencement of this
Act." That would give one year before
coming within the provisions of the Bill.
it would affect any new mortgage made
under the Bill. He moved that the
amendment to strike out "existing" be
agreed to.

Question passed, the amendment agreed
to.

THE MINISTER farther moved that
the words he had previously indicated be
inserted in lieu of the Council's amend-
ment.

MRt. HASTIE: Members had been
asked to be fair to those who bad entered
into a mortgage. We had always been
fair to a man who gave a mortgage over
machinery, aud if the mortgage was
entered into in a genuine wanner no
amendment would be required. Hitherto
a miner had three months' lien for wages
over the mine or machinery, except when
subject to any existing mortgage. That was
the law at present, and. pursuant to that
there had been hundreds of cases in
which mortgages had been "faked" to
prevent money being paid. He did not
know if the case of the Anaconda mine
was a genuine one, but as the result of
the present law the men working at the
Anaconda were not likely to get a shilling.
The Kanowna Consolidated mine, which
was not paying very well, was worked
for a considerable time on an overdraft
obtained from the Union Bank, which
had a mortgage over the property. The
mine got a crushing, and put £22,400
worth of gold into the bank. Directions
were received from London that work
was to be stopped. The manager went
to the bank for money, but be was told
that the bank held a mortgage over the
mine, and tliat the company owed the
bank more money than was in the bank.
A deputation of the men went to the
bank and was offered l6s. in the X, but
the men would not accept. Some time
afterwards some of the men went to the
batik to see if they could be paid on the

basis which bad been offered; hut they
were informed that the 48 hours had
elapsed, and they could not be paid
a peony, and the 40 men who had
worked at the mine did not get paid.
If tbe bank in that particular ease held

a mortgage that bank should run the
risk the sae as anyone else. There had
been dozens of cases, and he could quote
half-a-dozen, in which men had been put
on to work for weeks just to afford pro-
tection, the company or mortgagee stand-
ing to win a lot if they struck something
good, and if they did not strike some-
thing good refusing to pay a shilling. If
we allowed every leaseholder on the gold-
fields two months to arrange any mort-
gage be liked, and if a lien for wages
would not operate against the mortgagees
for 12 months, the mortgagees could work
the property as they pleased, and if they
did not get any gold they need not pay a
shilling.

THE MINISTER: Supposing we said
"for one year on and after the 1st
Januar y, 1904 "?

M it. HASTIE: That would meet the
greater part of his objection. Although
allowing one year fromt the end of this
month would give these men a great
chance to avoid paying their legitimate
debts, still we might accept the Minister's
proposal.

THn MINISTER said he would make
that alteration.

MR. TAYLOR supported the clause as
amended. As to workers on the Ana-
conda, there was very little chance of
their getting the money due to them.

MR. JOHNSON: Under the present Bill
they would have got two-thirds.

IRa. TAYLOR: Altholugh there was
litigation pending, he did not think the
Anaconda workers would have much
success, because anything valuable on the
land was covered by mortgage. Where
the pays were monthly the lien should be
for two months, and where fortnightly
for one month. He had urged there
should be compulsion to have fortnightly
pays, and the Minister had said it could
not be put in this Bill, but he would
make some provision to get over the
difficulty. Moreover, if pay were made
fortnighitly throughout the civil service,
not alone on the mines, that would relieve
the civil servants of great difficulty and
bard sbip.
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MR. BATH: If mortgages or bilks of
sale were to have precedence over the
payment of wages, that would give dis-
honest persons a desire to overreach their
men by effecting a bill of sale or
mortgage. He was glad the Minisr
saw his way clear to give the existing
mortgagees 12 months from the let
January, and after that give the em-
ployees a lien for their wages for a
month, to take precedence over all
mortgages and other claims on the
compan y.

TnE PREMIER: The difficulty in
dealing with the clause was that we ought.
to allow a reasonable notice to the.
miortgagees in the old country, or else-
where outside the State of Western Aus-
tralia. The measure would come into
force in March next.

MR. JoHNisoir: Members wished to
give a reasonable time.

THE PREMIER: Would it be reason-
able to accept this amendment as
proposed?.

ME. H&s'ris: Why should we not say
the 1st January V!

THE PREMIER: We required here
that the mortgages which were to be
protected must be mortgages Dot only
incurred, but also registered before the
commencement of the Act.

Ma. JOHNSON: Would the Premier
explain the position of those mortgages
which took place between the lst Jan-
uary and the 1st March ?

THE PREMIER: They would come
under this clause. He understood there
was a fear that between now and the 1st
March bogus mortgages might be created.
Was that, however, an appreciable risk
which would justify us in inserting a
provision that might work hardship
against a bona fide mortgagee? Moreover,
if men waited to act dishonestly they
might ante-date their mortgages. Sup-
posing we took the 1st January a
suggested, and said that unless a mort-
gage was registered before the It AJanuary
it should have no effect, what opportunity
would bona fide mortgagees in distant
places have of registering their mortgages
before the lst January ? Men inWestern
Australia would hardly have time to do
it. We were subjecting muortgagees to
being ousted by giving a lien for wages,
a priority which did not exist in the
present law.

MR. H1ASTIE: The desire was to save
people from being robbed.

THE PREMIER: Where people were
robbed they were robbed by dishonest
persons, and that dishonesty surely would
equally apply at once. A person might
begin to create a bogus mortgage at
once. We ought to allow reasonable
time for existing mortgages to be regis-
tered, and the, period provided was not
unreasonable.

MR. HASTIE : The Premier looked
upon it as being quite legitimate and
moral that persons with money should
lend it on machinery and prevent men
working on the mine from getting wages.

THE PREMIER: That need not be
argued. We only wanted an arrange-
ment to cover existing mortgages. The
time provided would enable English
mortgages to he registered.

MR. HASTIE: Judging from cable-
grams in the Press the people in
England knew more about this Bill than
people in Western Australia. It was
right that the mortgagees should take a
fair share of the risk of mining, and
there was no reason for postponing the
operation of the clause.

THE PREMIER: The hen. member
would not like some of these mortgages
closed down.

MR. HASTIE: They would not be
closed down. The Premier's objection
was rather a technical one.

Tnn MINISTER FOR MINES: A
promise was made during the passage of
the Bill through the Assembly that the
Mines Regulation Act would be amended
to provide for fortnightly pays; but as
another place had rejected the Machinery
Inspections Bill the necessity for amend-
ing the Mines Regulation Act had
disappeared, and in view of the lateness
of the session he would not be justified
in bringing down an amending Bill to
carry out this one promise regarding
fortnightly wages. However, he would
do all he could to influence the inaugur-
ation of fortnightly pays, and in the early
future legislation would be brought down
to bring Ithem into force in places where
there were banks. With regard to the
amendment before the Committee, the
member fbr Kanowna, brought forward a
proposal by which a workman should be
allowed to have a lien for three months
for his wages; but the proposal of the
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Government gave the workmau a first
right over any mortgage, which a lien
would not give. The Upper Chamber
asked that the clause should not inter-
fere with any mortgage entered into after
the commencement of the Act. To this
the Government could not accede, for in
such a case the workmen would not know
their positions. His (the Minister's)
amendment should find favour in both
Rouses. It would give to' those persons
who bad already entered into mortgages
a clear 12 months to enable them, if they
thought fit, to close down their mort-
gages. Bogus mortgages might be regis-
tered, but would people register them to
evade the clause for 12 months, after
which period all mortgagee, whether
created before or after the passing of the
Act, would come within the provisions of
the clause? Any mortgage entered into
after the 1st March would come within
the clause at once ; but any entered into
before that date would have 12 months
to run before coming under the clause.

Question passed, the Council's amend-
ment as amended agreed to.

Nos. 28, 24-agreed to.
No. 25-New clause, Declaration when

gold sent by post or escort:
THE MINISTER moved that the

amendment be agreed to. The clause
made provision for sending gold through
the post without all the formalities
provided for in the earlier part of the
Bill. Clause 205 provided that no person
should buy or sell gold uniess either thep
buyer or seller was the holder of a gold-
dealer's license, and that every entry of a
sale should be signed by the person
making the deal. Men in outlying
districts might desire to send their gold
by post, and the clause made provision
that a declaration should be signed by
the sender in a certain form giving the
name and address of the buyer and
seller. It was provided that these
declarations could be made by as many
responsible persons as could be thought
of. This clause got over a number of
technicalities, and would allow men to
send their gold by post to the banks.

MR. TAYLOR: The gold stealing
clauses in the Bill did uot affect out-
lying places, and he protested against the
idea that stringent measures were neces-
sary to prevent the stealing of gold by
miners: The staff of a mine who handle

the amalgam and looked after the cyanide
vats were more likely to get away with
gold than were working miners. To
extend this to the back country would
only have a harassing effect on workers
and alluvial diggers, though he recognised
that this clause would facilitate the work-
ing of preceding clauses in the Bill.

MR. JOHNSON took exception to that
part of the clause which provided that
facilities should be given for sending gold
to an incorporated bank. The effect
would be to give to banks a more complete
monopoiy than they had at present.

THE PREMIE supposed that the need
for this clause arose mainly in connection
with banks.

MR. JOHNSON: Oases which had
I been publicly reported showed that banks

were more implicated in buying gold in
an illicit way than were men who were
licensed as gold buyers under the Act.
Banks had not been as honest in these
transactions as those who were licensed
as gold buyers. He supported the
amendment.'

THs MINISTER FOR MINES: An
ordinary leaseholder would not send his
gold to a gold buy' er who did not carry on
other kinds of business, but would send
it to a bank or to the Mint. It would be
a mistake to allow gold to be sent by post
from a distance to gold buyers. Under
a system of full returns which he in-
tended to have, showing all the purchases
made, there would be a better chance in
the future of checking any abuse; and if
it were found that any bank was doing
business that would not bear the light
under this provision, Parliament would
soon repeal this clause. He hoped the
Committee would agree to the clause.

MR. TAYLOR: The gold seller would
Snot be likely to send gold some distance
to a gold buyer who carried on that
business only, but the clause would give
to banks a monopoly; therefore the words
.gold buyer " should be added, so that

the seller might have a choice, and if he
made a bad choice he must abide by
it.

THE PREMIER: To do that would
open the door to fraud; for instead of
selling gold to a gold buyer directly, a

Iperson who was dealing with gold ini an
illicit way would post it to the buyer.
and so use this provision to evade tle Act
if the amendment were adopted.
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Ma. DIAMOND:- A greater safeguard
would be given by having gold sent to an
incorporated bank rather than permitting
it to be sent by post to a golId buyer.
He knew that every hindrance was
thrown in the way of detection of crime;
and although fraud was possible in con-
nection with a, batik through the lapse of
some officer, the bank authorities would
see that justice was done.

MR. BATH: One bank he could men-
tion prospered on it.

MRs. DIAMOND) believed the trans-
actions of banks wcre clean, though the
lapse of an individual officer might be an
exception occasionally.

MR. BATH: Whait was in the ordinary
buyer tbpft or criminal would be in a
bank manager mnerely a lapse f romn virtue.
There was as much illicit gold buying by
banks as by gold buyers. He was ini
favour of the amiend inent.

THE MINISTER: The clause was
needed to enable gold to be sent to a
distance; arid was not intended to appl 'y
to gold sold to the ordinary gold buyer.
There was something in thie statements
made by various members; but greater
care would doubtless be taken by banks
dealing in gold than was taken some little
time ago. The claluse 'would facilitate
sending gold not only .through banks but
dirvct to the Mint; and surely no genuine
leaseholder would scnd gold by post to
any other destination.

Question passed, the amendment agreed
to.

Resolutions reported, the report
adopted, and a message accordingly
returned to the Council.

EARLY CLOSING ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

GOVERNOR'S SUGGESTED AMENDMENT.

Schedule of one amendment, suggested
by His Excellency the Governor and
transmitted by th~e Legislative Council,
was now considered in Committee. l%1 w.
QUINLAN in the Chair; the PREMI ER in
charge of the Bill.

Amendment-Clause 4 to be amended
and inserted as the second paragraph of
Clause 3, as follows:- -The municipali-
ties of Claremont, East Fremantle. Fre-
mantle, Gnildford, Leederville, Midland
Junction, North Fremantle, Not-tb Perth,
Perth, South Perth, Subiaco, and Victoria

Park, and the road districts of Bays-
water, Belmont, Buckland Hill, Clare-
mont, Cottesine, Fremiantle, Peppermint
Grove and Perth shall be deemed to have
been proclaimed districts for the purposes
of this Act."

THE PREMIER: The Assembly orig-
in ally provided that the amendments
made by the Bill should be printed in
future copies of the principal Act; hence
the necessity for framing the clauses so
t hat they -mi ghtform part of the prin cipal
Act without a break in language. Clause
4 had been hurriedly drafted in this
House, and coutained the words "1the
principal Act and this Act shall apply
to the several municipalities," etcetera.
Such words could not be inserte in future
copies of the principal Act; hence His
Excellency, in accordance with Standing
Order 827, suggested an alteration in the
phraseology, exactly the same in sub-
stance as the original clause but not
involving a break in the wording of the
Act. He moved that the amendment be
agreed to.

Question passed, the amendment aLgreed
to.

Resolution reported, the report adopted,
and a message accordingly returned to the
council.

LOAN BILL.
SECOND READING.

Tas COLONIAL TREASURER (Hon.
3, Gardiner), in moving the second read-
ing, said: I do not intend to detain the
House long on this Bill to autborise the
raising of £1,582,000 by loan, for the
construction of certain public works, and
for other purposes. The present author-i-
sation amounts to X15,941,253 7s. 3d.;
the proposed loan is £21,582,000; making
a total authorisation of £17,623,253. We
have up to the present moment redeemed
and provided for, with sinking fund,
£2923,000; so that actually, when this
new authorisation is passed and when the
money is raised, the total inditteness of
of the State will he, roughly, £1 6,600,253.
This is practically how it will bie ex-
pended: railways, £29,969,000; electric
telegraphs, £277,000; harbours and
rivers, £22,329,000; water supply and
sewerage, £3,288,000; development of
goldfields, £916,000; public buildings,
£66,000; roads and bridges, £143,000;

Idevelopment of agriculture, £44.3,000;
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immigration, £29,000; miscellaneous,
£63,000; making a total of £17,523,000.
The loan asked for covers the expendi-
ture fromt the loan suspense account which
was authorised last year-£649, 9 3 2 -
out of which we have spent only
£335,849 17s. lid. Add the amount
which it is estimated may be required
for the present year, £21,107,770 13s,
lid., and the amount which will be
necessary to carry on works to the 30th
December, 1904, £604,420 5s. 7d., we
thus have a total of £22,048,040 l7s. 5d..,
less unexpended balances and reappro-
priations £641,220 l79: 5d., leaving the
total we are now asking for £1,506,820,
being the authorisation required in order
to carry on until 31st December of next
year, plus discounts estimated £75,180,
making the total of the Loan Bill
£1,582,000. While this is the authorisa-
tion asked for, judging from all past
experience about £.1,250,000 will be
sufficient cash to finance us till the 31 st
December of next year. I have towards
that sum, counting the balance in beind
of what we have already raised, roughly
£R300,000; so that to see us through
till the end of nest December we shall
require, roughly, £950,000. This will
necessitate the flotation of two loans of
half a million, or four loans of £2560,000
in the Eastern States; and so far as I
and everyone with whom I have con-
sulted can now perceive, we shall have to

give 4 per cent. for the money. English
advices are all emphatically to the same
eiffect, that at the present juncture it
would be extremely unwise for any State
to approach the English market even at
4 per cent. One thing I wish to point
out. If I avail myself, as I intend to do,
of the Australian maxret, there will be a
marked difference in the discount. In
the schedule members will notice the
discount in a column by- itself. This
difference will arise because in drafting
the Bill the Government, bearing in mind
the practice when raising loans in the
old country, estimated the discount at
about 5 per cent. But if I raise the
loans in this and in the Eastern States,
the discount will be only about i5s. per
cent., so that practically there will be a
saving of £4 s. in that item. If we
now went to the old country to offer, say,
a al- per cent. loan, probably we should
have to offer it at £21 under the price at

which our 32,, per cent. stock now stands,
that is £96; consequently we should
have to offer it at £95, and then it would
absolp tely net to us about £90; so that
even if we paid 4 per cent, and got par
for it, the extra discount would equal
something like 18 or 19 years' interest on
the money borrowed. So far as the works
are concerned, the fullest particulars will
be supplied by my colleague, the Minisater
for Works and Railways. I purpose
dealingonly with the financial question,
and as far as possible explaining, I hope
lucidly, the exact position in which these
various funds stand and the amount of
money required for themn. I have pre-
pared a return now in thbe bands of
members by which they will be able to
follow my explanation. Last year in-
stead of passing a Loan Bill we passed a
Loan Suspense Account, and the return
before members shows the total loan
authorisations f rom these particular votes.
It shows the amount available for ex-
penditure, the amount used out of the
Suspense Account, the amount we require
to the 30th June, 1904, and for the half -
year ending 31st December, 1904, and
the discount and absolute totals. It wil
be seen that for Departmental last year
we took from -Loan Suspense Account
£365,060 17s. We anticipate to require
£15,818 6s. Rd. to the 30th June, 1904,
and to the 31st Dece-mber, 1904, £30,296
l~s. 5d. For Works and Services there
will be debited £128,160, and the cost of
discount was.£6,160, or a total for Depart-
mental of £123,320. I may say so far
as Departmental is concerned the whole
of this vote is apportioned to works;
absolutely all of it, I think, is repre-
sented by authorisations. For Additions
and improvements to opened railways there
is an amount available for expenditure
of £223,320 3s. 6d.; and we purpose, as
members will see by the second schedule
of the Loan Bill, reappropriating some
I.aaces which have been idle for a, long
while to this, vote, so as to reduce the
amount we actually require to borrow.
We purpose taking the balance standing
to the Kanowna Railway of £787 l3s. 5d.

MR. MORAN: Where is the money
lying?

THE: TREASURER: It is only a
question of reappropriation. Actually'
there is no money. It will only reduce
the loan ? For Southern Cross-Kalgoorlie

. [A.SSEMBLY.] Second reading.
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Railway,£443 Os. 6d.; Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Railway, X1,061 5s. 9d.; Menzies Rail-
way, £3,463 Is. 11.; Green Hills Rail-
way, £4,117 16s. 7d.; Donnybrook to
Bridgetown Railway, £276 16s. lid.;
Boulder-Brown Hill Loop Line, £211,580,
these represent a total of £21,708 14s.
3d. We purpose adding that to
the amount available for expenditure,
which will make £45,000. We require
£100,000 to the 30th June, 1904,
£50,028 l7s. 9d. to the 31st December,
1904, so that practically we shall require
to raise, so far as this Bill is concerned,
£2105,000, plus £6,250 for discounts,
making £110,260 altogether. The next
is the Boulder Railway Duplication Con-
struction: we take from loan expendi-
ture £17,734 s. 7d., and it is estimated
that we shall require £218,700, oj with
discounts £19,630 altogether. For the
Collie-Boulder Railway we took £12,547
1s. 7d. from Suspense Account, and to
complete that work we shall require
£4,462 4s. 7d., or a total of £17,000, and
plus discount £17,860. Collie-Narrogin
Railway: this year to the 30th June (and
I may say we kept the Loan Estimates
and the Loan Hill back until we got the
decision of the House), we require £7,600,
and to the 31st December, 1904, we shall
require £76,000; Works and Services
enumerated £82,500, £4,120 discounts,
making a total of £86,620.

MR. PIGOTT: What do you allow for
discounts ?

THE TREASURER: I explained that
we had been allowing five per cent., but
if I raise the loan in the States it will he
only 15s. per cent. I shall explain when
I come to the discounts. I am only
raising some of the money, and my suc-
cessor may come along and say " I shall
go to London ; I think it is better financ-
ing to float a loan at £286 and pay 3 per
cent."

MR. MORAN: Get your £100, anyhow.
Tan TREASURER: That is what f

am after. Geraldlton-Murchison Gold-
fields Railway: amount available for ex-
penditure £115,390 5s. lid. That is the
amount available under authorisations;
we require £28,000 5s. lid, to complete
it, and have to raise £4,840 altogether.
Malcolm to Laverton Railway: we took
from Loan Suspense Account £62,611
2a. 7d.; for the year ending B0th June,
1904, we require £2,388 17s. 5d., or

£55,000 for the work authorised;
£2,760 discount, making a total of
£57,750 for the lot. Menzies-Leonora
Railway: we took from Loan Suspense
Account last year £52,611 2s. 7d.; we
shall want £2,388 17s. 5d. to complete, so
that we require £55,000 for that work,
which with£22,750 discount makes a total
altogetherof £57,760. Northiai-Goonial-
ling Railway: we took from last year's
Suspense Account £6,127 8s. 10d., we
require to the 30th June, 1904, 642
uls. 2d. to square up, so that we shall
have to get the whole of that, amount
under the Bill. Purchase of Land for
Railway, Cottesloe-Fremantle via Rocky
Bay: we took from Loan Suspense
Account £49,427 15s. l~d., we require
£572 4s. 2d. to fix it up; £50,000 is
the total amount for works and services,
£2,600 for discount, making a total of
.C52,500. Rails and Fastenings, Works
Department and Railways Department
together: there is available for expendi-
ture £9161,984 19 s. 2d., an araount of
£65,000 is required to the 30th June,
1904, for the Works Department. and
£60,000 for the Railways Department.
but for the half-year ending 30th Decem-
ber, 1904, £70,084 19s. 2d. is required for
the Works Department, £25,000 for the
Railways Department, so that practically
we shall have to raise under the Bill,'
£58,100, or with discount £61,000.
Railway Workshops: there is available
for expenditure £49,528 7S., we require
to the 30th June £200,000, and to the
31st December £290,008 7s. ; we require
to raise £240,480;' or with discounts
£262,500 altogether. Rolling - stock:
there is available for expenditure £89,621
7s. 10d., the estimated expenditure to the
30th June, 1904, is £123,000, and to the
31st December £259,461 7s. 10d., making
£2142,840, pl'.e £7,160 discount, or
altogether.£150,000. Surveys new lines:
there is available for expenditure £65,658
4s. 2d., the estimated expenditure to the
30th June, 1904, is £6,000, and to 3lat
December £2,568 4s. 2d., so that we
require to raise £1,900, plus discount
£100, making a total of £2,000. Trans-
continental Railway water supply: we
took from the Loan Suspense Account
£4,946 12s. lid.; it is estimated that to
the 30th June, 1904, we shall require
£65,000, and to the 31sat December.£2,553
7s. 1d., so that we require to raise
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£212,500, or with discounts £13,120
altogether. For the Albany Harbour
Works we took from the Loan Suspense
Account £5,562 14s. Id ; to the 30th of
June £12,407 5s. lid. will be required, but
nothing after that; we require to raise
£18,000, or with discounts £900 a total
amount of £18,900. Bunbury Harbour
Works: there is available for expendi-
tine £12,921 14s. 10d., the estimated ex-
penditure to the 30th June is £213,000,
and to the 31st December £20,021 14s.
10d., therefore we require to raise £22,100,
or with discounts £23,200. Oarnarvon
Harbour Works (including jetty): the
amount available is £2,678 14s. 2d.;
we require to complete the works
£4,628 14s. 2d., and we have, to raise
(with discount) £2,040; Fremnantle
Dock and Slip: there is an amount
available for expenditure of .£25,019 16s.
3d.. the estimated expenditure for the
year ending 30th June, 1904, is £210,000,
and tot-he3stDecember£25,019 16s. 3d.,
so that we require to raise £10,000, or
with discounts £10,500. Fremantle Har-
bour Works, including wharf sheds: there
is available for expenditure £24,644 9s.
9d., the estimated expenditure to the 0th
June, 1904, is X40,000, and to the 31st
December £239,884 9s. 9d., so that we
require to raise 655,240, or with dis-
counts £258,000. Fremnantle Sea-wall
and Esplanade: the amount available
is £3,039 8s. 10d.; we require for
this work £8,040, or with discount
£8,440. Geraldton Harbour Works:
we took from Loan Suspense Ac-
count £4,537 13s. 2d., we require to
the 30th June, 1904, £6,012 s. 10d., so
that we shall have to raise £10,560, or
with discounits £11,070. Improvements
to Harbours and Rivers : we purpose
doing the same with this as with the
Railways. There are standing to Dredges
and Barges £5,846 16s. 9)d. ; Lighthouse
at Cape Leeuwiu, £61 15s. 5d.; Ash-
burton Jetty, £305 l5s. ld.; Port Red-
land Jetty and Approaches, £15 15s.
4d.; Wyndham Jettyv, £1,237 Os. 2d.;
Eunbury Jetty, £55 l3s. ; Bunbury
Breakwater, £202 4s. 10d. ;Bus-
seltou Harbour Works, £1646 8s. 10d.;
Ashburton River Water Supply, £2,863

Os. 9d.; Derby Harbour Works, £21,035
13s. For Lighthouses there is actually
standing to credit.£13,004 4s. 4d., and we
have left £218,170. The amounts I have

given total altogether £30,440 4Is. We
purpose putting that amount tA the credit
Of improvements to harbours and rivers.
WP took for that vote from Loan
Suspense Account £372 14s. 10d., wre
estimate that there will be required to
the B0th June, 1904, £20,000, and to the
31st December £20,277 9s. 2d., so that
we shall only have to raise (in addition
to taking the reappropriations) £10,210,
and with discounts the total is £10,720.
For Lighthouses there will be £13,004
4s. 4d. for the year ending 30th June.
Point Sampson (near Cossack) Jetty :
there is available for expenditure £5,518
15s. 6d., and it is estimated that to the
30th June there will be required £12,818
15s. 6d., so that we require to raise
£7,800, which with the discounts, total
£7,660. Water Supply for Towns:
there is available.£3,996 9s. Ild; it is ex-
pected that the expenditure to the 30th
June will be £31,996 Os.l1 d., and to 31st
December £3,000; we require altogether
X32,550. There is an unexpended balance
of £44,447 s. 2d. for Sewerage for Perth
and Fremnantle. It is anticipated that
there will be required to the 30th June,
1904, £1,707 8s. 2Ad., and to the 31st
December £42,740. We leave this
standing until we see what arrangements
we can make uinder the new Bill.
For " Goldfields Water Scheme'" we have
standing to the credit of distributing
mains £89,599 18s. 7d. We purpose
putting this all together as the one
scheme under the head of " Completion
of Goldfields Wkter Scheme." We have
taken from Loan Suspense Account
£142,923 15s. 5d., and we anticipate
spending to the 30th June next to com-
plete the scheme £97,026 39. 2Ad.; so
that we require altogether £2200,350,
which with discount £10,010 makes
a. total of £210,360. " Development
of Goldfields and Mineral Resources ":
this vote has always gone through as a
lump vote; and I may tell members that
we intend to have the several items in
this vote carefully analysed, and those
which are not reproductive will appear
next year in the ordinary expenditure
from consolidated revenue. Then in
regard to revenue from these items, the
most we have received up to now has
been £5,000 a year, but this year the
revenue will be nearly £10,000. We are
going now carefully into this ;but in
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regard to the amount which stands under
this vote we merely formally pass it now,
and it will be carefully analysed to see
which are absolutely reproductive items,
and those which are not reproductive
will. be transferred and be a charge
against the consolidated revenue uext
year. ,Kim berley District " is the first
item under this head, and the amount
available for expenditure is £1,163 14s.
6d.; of this amount we estimate to
expend to the end of this financial year
£2200, and a farther expenditure of
£963 14s. 6d. to the end of December,
1904. That will complete the total
authorisation of £4,715 19s. 2d. For
"Eastern Goldfields" the amount to
credit is X3,489 12s. 9d., and of this
sum we anticipate spending £20,000 to
the end of June next, and a farther sum
of £9,999 12s, 9d. to the end of Decem-
ber, 1904; so that we require £26,510,
or with discount £1,320 we require a
total of £27,830. For, "Murchison and
Peak Hill G-oldfields " there is £9,715
10s. 7d. to the credit of this item;
we estimate to expend £10,000 to the
end of June next, and a farther sum
of £4,996 10s. 7d. to the end of Decem-
ber, 1904; so that we require £25,260,
plus discount £260, or a total of £5,640.
For "Pilbarra. Goldfields" the total
authorisation is £211,000, and there is
available for expenditure £4,534 3s. Gd. ;
we anticipate expending £28,000 to the
end of June next and a farther sum of
£3,994 3s. 6d. to the end of December,
1904; so that the amount required will
be £7,460, plus discount£370, altogether
£7,830. For- Other Goldields (includ-
ing boring for coal and miscellaneous) "
the House has passed a sum of £7,000,
and there is also on the Revenue Esti-
mates for this year a, sum of £1,850 for
upkeep of bores, condensers, etcetera; we
anticipate spending this year £3,000 to
the end of June and'a farther sum of
£1,500 to the end of December, 1904; so
that we require £4,500, plus discount
£220, altogether £4,720. For " Develop-
ment of Mining" we take from Loan
Suspense Account £968 Os. 5d.; we
estimate spending £,14,000 to the end
of June next and a. farther sum of £7,031
19s. 7d. to the end of December,-1904;
we require £22,000 for this purpose, plus
discount £1,100, altogether £23,100,
For d1 Development of Agriculture," I

may inform members that any money
spent on improving land is money added
to the cost, and we have now opened an
account so that whatever is spent from
loan shall be put to a separate account
for repayment out of any money we get
from the land. We have available for
expenditure in the development of agri-
culture, including drainage, £12,] 30 l5s.
4d,.; we estimate expending to the end
of June next £30,000 and a farther sum
of £15,000 15s. 4d. to the end of Decemn-
ber, 1904; we require a sum of £82,870,
plus discount £21,640, or a, total of
£34,510. For- Loans for Purchase of
Wire-netting," that is netting which the
settlers are getting from the Government
and they will repay us for it, we estimate
to expend £10,000 to the end of June
next and a farther sum of £85,000 to
the end of December, 1904, altogether
£15,000, or plus discount £750 we
require a total of £15,760. There are
"Discounts on current Loans," and we
anticipate to require £60,000 to the end of
June next, which with di scou nt.£3,000 will
make a total of £63,000 required under
this bead. We are showing this year for
the first time the discount on each wor-k.
T think in the year 1900 Sir John Forrest
in his Loan Bill provided £200,000, and
later Mr. Illingworth provided £101,000,
a total of £301,000 to cover discounts on
the raising of loans. We want £t60,000
more to cover these expenses, which
means that the works have beena allowed
to draws right up to the total of each vote
instead of drawing only to the total
minus the discount in each case; and the
consequence is that we have to provide
this £60,000 to balance up the ledger.
Previously no discounts were provided
for, and each particular work was allowed
to draw up to the extent of the vote irre-
spective of the fact that it cost us £6 or
£7 per £100 to get that money. Uf
members compare these totals, they will
see that the amount available for expen-
diture out of the authorisations is
£449,472 Os. 7d.; the amount to be
reappropriated is £91 ,748 l~s. 10d.;
we take out of Loan Suspense Account
£335,849 17s. Id., and we estimate to
expend to the end of June next
X1.107,770 13s. Ld, and a farther ex-
penditure of £2604,420 s. 7d. to the end
of December, 1904. The amount we
require to raise is £21,506,820, plus dis-
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count £275,180, making a total of
£1,582,000 to be raised. I think it
would be a fair thing that the total we
should require, if I should get the money
locally, would be about £1,521,000. If
members will look at the total unexpended
balan)ce of £641,220 17s. 5d., they will
see that this will leave £1,506,820 as the
total of the works for which we are ask-
ing authorisation in this Bill. In making
this provision, we have only gone to the
31st December, 1904; so it will be the
privilege of the succeeding Government
to practically make provision beyond
that; but I need hardly say to this House
that before Australia there is, in my
estimation, a very bard time indeed,
because we are rapidly approaching the
time when New South Wales will have a
good deal of financing to redeem a large
quantity of her loans ; consequently it is
most advisable for me to get this money
as quickly as I can, and at the same time
not exhaust the market, and that market
is the Eastern States. I am assured on
all hands that I shall have little diffi-
culty in getting the money, extending
over the time I have stated. I air
now in communication with the good
people who assisted me last time, and to
a certain extent I shall be guided by
their advice. I may tell the House I am
perfectly satisfied that, so far as getting
the money to carry on these works is
concerned, I shall be able to obtain it in
Australia. As to the particular works,
I have little or no knowledge, but the
Minister for Works will give to the
House the fullest information.

MR. C. J. MORAN (West Perthi):
Very few words will suffice in dealing
with the second reading of this Bill. It
must be patent to the country that there
are many anomalies this session; and
taking into consideration one or two
incidents that have occurred in connec-
tion with the late sittings, we have had
to deal with a mass of work such as this
Lower House has never before had to
deal with in the same time. I trust those
little incidenfs will not be magnified.
Members on the Opposition side have
had cast on them the duty of watching
more particularly the finances of this
country. Since the Standing Orders
were suspended, we have had a Loan Bill
for one and a half millions, practically in
the last few days of the session, and we

have had the annual Estimates totalling
three and a half millions; so that we
have had to consider during these last
few days of the session proposals from
the Government involving liabilities to
the extent of five millions of money.
We have had to deal with all these pro-
posals since the Standing Orders were
suspended. In regard to one or two
very much over-rated little incidents
which have occurred here, it ought to
have been taken into consideration that
we have had a trenmendous amount to do
this session. The Government made the
excuse that they were pledged to the
passing of the (Jollie-Narrogin Railway
Bill [The TREnASURER: The Loan Bill];
but that is not a sufficient excuse for not
having brought that Railway Bill in long
before. Any Opposition member who
endeavours to do his duty faithfully has
had piled on him a mass of work very
hard to get through from 2-30 in the
afternoon toll o'clock at night. Besides
big and important measures such as the
Metropolitan Drainage and Sewerage
Bill, we have had the Estimates under
discussion, and now here is a Loan Bill
for one and a half millions. The other
day we had a Bill authorising the ulti-
mate expenditure o f half a million of
money for sewerage and drainage, and
we are laying down the law for it now.

TnxE SPEAKER: The Loan Bill is before
the Rouse now.

MR. MORAN: I think we are entitled to
that little latitude. Besides that measure
we have had the Collie-Narrogin Railway'
Bill, and there are other works I have
referred to which total nearly six millions
of money, and all these have been placed
before us after the Standing Orders were
suspended. If in these circumstances
this side of the House bas been held up
to reproach because some members have
lost their temper and done things they
were afterwards sorry for, I plead in
extenuation the hard work which has
been piled on us towards the close of the
session, and I hope we have heard the
end of such complaints. It is our inten-
tion, 1 hope, not to allow this State
Parliament to dwindle in importance or
to lose the respect in which it has hitherto
been held. I hope the day will be far
distant when any disorderly scenes such
as have been described elsewhere will
occur here; and I hope that any small
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incidents hereafter, due to a little1
heat, will not be magnified unduly, and
will not be used to turn attention
from the tactics of another Chamber in
this State, and turning the resentment
of the people against this other House.
The lucid explanation of the Treasurer
requires just these remarks. I be-
lieve the Treasurer hopes to raise practi-
cally one million pounds in 12 months,
and to raise it in Australia. I wish him
luck. I hope he will have the success
he anticipates. I recognise there is a
trying time ahead for all the States. I
believe there is no use looking now to the
Home market for money; but 12 months
is a long time in the history of financial
affairs at Home, and long before its ex-
piry the Treasurer may find it advan-
tageous to place some of his loans on the
London market. 1 cannot think that the
market will long remain so tight as it is
now. It seems extraordinary that it
should. Perhaps wars and rumours of
wars are the cause of the present strin-
gency; but if the Treasurer gets his par
at 4 per cent. in Australia, I for one will
not be dissatisfied. I think we tan fol-
low a. little too far the principle of paying
a low rate of interest and sacrificing our
principal. I should be always inclined
to get my par and to pay a little more
interest, when that interest is spread over
40 years. In troublous times, when we
borrow £2100 we want £100 f or immediate
expenditure; in 10 years' time affairs
may be more prosperous; and ultimately
posterity will have to bear only a slightly
heavier burden, seeing that railways and
other works will he placed, I feel cur-
tain, against loan indebtedness. We
have in the schedule of the Bill items
for purchase of rails for railways built
out of revenue. This is a mixture. We
cannot go to a, certain mileage and say,
1The line to this point was built from

loan, and the remainder from revenue."
We are building earthworks from
revenue and railing the road out of
loan funds. Of course it is a matter
of bookkeeping; but I see no chanc.e in
the world of escaping the necessity of
charging all to loan when our revenue gets
scarce. Then, if our railways are paying,
to debit the whole cost of our railways to
loan account will be a legitimate transac-
tion. I look on these investments in
railways of our revenue funds as whole-

some investments. We are investing our
own money in paying works, and can get
back that 'money in times of stress. When
our revenue is not so large and our
borrowing credit is better, then we shall
have so much invested in works which
can be placed to the credit of revenue.
But I do not think it is contemplated to
have fragmentary portions of our railways
permanently charged against revenue, and
the rails on the roads charged against
loan. If we ca 'n keep our railway credit
balance, as it is now, j ust above low-wu~ter
mark, and our railways just about paying
their way - as no other railways in
Australia are doing-then they are a
good investment for our surplus revenue.
It is not held by a majority of statesmen
that railways should pay sinking fund.
I do not think that is held even in the
old country. It is held that the sinking
fund is the road itself. But many years.
ago, when we beg-an to construct our
goldfields railways, I said: "1There is
just a little more to be said in favour of
a sinking fund for goldfields railways than
for making a similar provision for ordin-
ary railways running through habitable
country. Goldfields are not everlasting;
and there is some reason for a sinking
fund in respect of a goldfields railway,
especially a spur line, more than for an
ordinary agricultural line." But I hope
we shall be able to pay sinking fund as
well as interest and wyorking expenses.
We have 'new items proposed in this
schedule-works of which we have heard
very little - such as expenditure in
Bunbury, concerning which we know
nothing about the plans or the engineer's
proposals; and although it is late in the
session, I trust we shall get some
information from the Minister. I
reiterate, in conclusion, that although it
has been found necessary to criticise this
Loan Bill, I do not think a charge of
undue stonewalling or making undue use
of the privileges of the House can be lad

aganst any section of members. I do not
ined to make any long speech on any item

whatever, but to pursue the policy I
pursued on the Estimates-to seek for
information concerning matters of which
I am ignorant. I cordially support the
Treasurer.

Mn. J. C, G. FOULKES (Claremont):
I do not propose to discuss the loan
policy of the Treasurer; but I should
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like the Minister to give me some infor-
mation regarding item 17 on page 4-
"Railway, Cottesloe to Freman tie ia

Rocky Bay,"
THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:- I Will

give that in Committee.
M n. S. C. PIGOTT (West Kimberley) :

I should like to preface the few remarks
I have to make on this Bill byv a reference
to what occurred in the House prior to
may leaving it on last Friday evening.
Firstlyr, let me say that 'I much deplore
the-occurrences of that evening; but in
defence of myself and my colleagues I
must state that if blame was attachable
to this (Opposition) aide of the House,
it was equally attachalle to the Govern-
inent side. I do not intend to go into
the pros and cons of the dispute which
arose; but I wish to state again that so
long as I have the honour to bie in the
Rouse it is my intention at all times to
assist so far as lies in my power whatever
Government may hold. office to put
through the work of the House in the
best possible and most amicable way
that can he devised. Charges have been
laid against Opposition members of
deliberately obstructing business. I say
that those charges are wholly untrue.
With regard to the action taken by
Opposition members during the last few
weeks, I will admit that I did my utmost
to prevent the passage of the Collie-
Narrogin Railway Bill, and did all within
my power to have full discussion on those
great Bills affecting the Constitution and
the redistribution of seats. As to the
Estimates, I say unhesitatingly there was
no attempt whatever by Opposition mem-
bers to prevent their going through. But
1, with my colleagues, bad made up our
minds. that the Estimates would not go0
through the House, if we could prevent
them, until the Bills I have mentioned
were first settled as far as tfiis House
was, concerned; and I say that in the
attitude I have taken up I feel abso-
lutely justified, and consider that the
public of Western Australia are with
me. I bold that ever since the Collie-
Narrogin Railway Bill was passed th 'rough
this House no signs of obstruction were
seen on the Opposition benches; and
I can only refer to the work done on
Thursday and on Friday evenings as a
proof of what I state. I can refer to the
passage of a Bill through this House

without any discussion whatever-an
event I have never previously heard of;
and although I did protest against the
action of the Government in forcing the
Bill through without discussion, I agreed,
in deference to the wishes of members,
to allow the Bill to go through so that
the work of the House could be concluded
and the session closed as soon as possible.
I consider that good progress was made
on Friday evening with the Estimates;
and I think, if niembers will reflect on
what occurred up till the time the Oppo-
sition asked for an adjournment, inem-

i hers mnust agree with me that no stone-
Walling was indulged in by the Opposition.
Iconsider that a fair day's work had

been done. We had sat from hale-past
2 till half-past I I; and the request from
this side of the House that the Premier
should suspend business till to-day was
fair and reasonable. For what occurred
after that I blame the Ministry.

Mn. ORONno: Is this more stone-
walling ?

Ma. PIG-OTT: I do not wish to be
unjust; but the hon. member is undoubt-
edly unjust when he asks me that
question.

Mn. GORDON: The position seems to
take a. lot of explaining.

MR. PIGOTT: It needs no explanation,
lifeept that this is the first time in my

liethat I have gone back on my word.
I said I would withdraw from the House
and not enter it again this session; and
it was only on account of members who
sit with me, a majority of whom asked
me to comne back, that I broke mty word.

MR. WALLACE:- What about the
rumoured requests of all those in-
fluential people? "

Mn. PIGOTT: I had requests from
many people outside. Of course, I will
admit that the bon. member (Mr. Wal-
lace) did his duty in his own eyes.

*What he considered stonewalling on the
part of the Opposition was fair criticism
on his part. When there was not a

*member of the Opposition left in the
House, what happened? Af ter the
Minister for Mines defied me, and said
be would not discuss his estimates, and
when I withdrew and took my party
with me, the Minister rose and explained
his estimates; and then the membher for

*Yalgoo talked till 4 o'clock. That was
fair criticism on the part of the hon.
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memnber! I think I have said enough.
I have come back to the House at the
request of many members and of many
people outside the House; and I intend
to do my duty as far as it is within my
power. I do not wish to obstruct; but
I hope I shall get fair play from the
Premier and his supporters wvhen I ask
for explanations regarding the expendi-
ture of public moneys. In seeking for
such explanations I hope members of
the Opposition will be courteously treated
by the Government. As to the Loan
Bill, I have little to say, except that I
think the Government have made a great
mistake, considering what was said by
the Treasurer in his Budget Speech, by
including in this Bill several items
which cannot, even by the Treasurer,
he considered reproductive works. With
regard to the works which are repio-
ductive, I thiuk the programme as
placed before us is a. very fair one.
With the exception of the Collic-Narrogin
Railway, which I do not believe in, the
iteths. are all for good works, and now
that it has been decided that the Collie-
Narrogin Railway shall be built, I hope it
will eventually turn out for fhe benefit of
the country generally. I think some of.
the items on the loan schedule with regard
to the -goldfields and mineral resources
might well have been charged to revenue,
also I think the same in regard to the
item " development of agriculture," and
especially the item "1discount on previous
loans."

Th~u TREASURER: Each work bears
that now.

MR. PIGOTT: The discounts have
not in the past been charged up to the
work ; we have that from the Treasurer's
own words. I understand that on all
works to be undertaken under the
Bill the discount for each work is to be
charged up to the work separately, but I
understood from the Treasurer that the
item of -discount on current loans,"
which amounts to £63,000, was on big
loans.

THiE TREASUILER: It has all been
charged up to the works.

Ma. PIGOTT: If the money has been
spent, it has been paid out of revenue, I
presume. If the Treasurer had not
brought in this Loan Rill, where would
the £63,000 have comie f rom? * Out of
the amount to be borrowed. The £63,000

is not to be expended on any new
worksP

TuE TRasuxz: Why should revenule
pay up the interest?

AIR. PIGOTT: I do not blame the
Treasurer, but past Treasurers. I think
the Treasurer has brought forward in the
Bill the best scheme as to discounts, for
we shall know what the work is going to
cost now.

Ma. MORAN: We always knew that
exactly.

MR. PI GOTT?: .We knew what the
cost would he in the first place, but the
cost of getting the money was not charged
up to the work. I think when we go to
the money market we shall be treated
better if we show we intend spending all
the money on reproductive work, than if
it is shown that some money is to be
expended on works which are doubtful.
That is the position I take up. I notice
that £118,000, or the greater pars of it,
is to he spent on new railways. That is
to come out of revenue. A good part of
this might easily have been charged up
to loan, which would have allowed the
Government to have kept out of the loan
schedule several items wbich I am certain
members do not consider should be there.
That is all I have to say with regard to
the Loan Bill. I think the railways
ought to have been included in the loan
sched ule an d so nie of the other works lef t
out; and at any rate it will make no
difference so far as the finances are con-
cerned. I think we can safely let the
matter go now until we come to the Loan
Estimates, which I hope 'lviii be fully
explained by the Minister for Works. I
hope Ministers will take into considera-
tion the great amount. of work. which
has been placed before the House during
the last few weeks, and will also take into
consideration the very long hours the
House has been sitting. I hope before
long to hear from the Premier his idea as
to what is to be thbe length of thbe session,
whether he exp~ects the House to sit all
through to-night and to-mnorrow night
and adjourn probably on Wednesday, or
whether the Premier intends to finish the
work after Christmas. I am content to
do whichever he thinks proper. I do not
believe in rushing thinwzs through, how-
ever, and I may say' that some of the
work has been rushed through lately
without much consideration. Of courne
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if the Premier wishes he can rush busi-
ness through, having the majorit 'Y, and
if that is done all I can do is to enter
iny protest. I think it would be fair on
tbe part of the Premier if he would state
what is his intention in regard to the
conclusion of the session. When are we
to prorogueF A-re we to work after the
holidays or prorogue before Christmas ?
I think it is only fair and just for the
Premier to state that. I think-I will
not sa y it will save trouble-that it will
relieve the minds of a great many
members of the House if a statement is
made.

Tux PREMIER (Hon. Walter James):
1 thought the leader of the Opposition
knew, as members do, that my desire is to
have the session cl6sed before Christmas.
I have been under the impression that if
we set our minds to the task and did our
best, we could get rid of the work before
Christmas, We might be able to dispose
of it by Wednesday afternoon, and I
hope the hon. member will do his best to
assist me in the attainment of that
object and see if we cannot finish our
work by Wednesday afternoon so that we
could commence the new year with the
knowledge that we have finished our work
and that we have our campaign in front
of us.

Mn. MORAN: Do you intend to sit
through to-night?

Tau PREMIER: I do not think it is
necessary, at any rate I have no intention,
but I should ikie to see more substantial
progress made, and if the leader of the
Opposition will assist, that can be done.

MR. DAonIsa:- What Bills are you
going on with?

TanE PREMIIER:- I think we could go
on with the lot.

Mit. R. HIASTIE (Kanowna): The
Premier has made a suggestion that
members of the House should be ex-
pected, isow that we are coming towards
Christmas, to put matters through as
quicly as possible. Looking over the
Notice Paper I am at a loss to know,
unless a very big sacrifice is made, how
we can finish before Christmas. I do not
think it is possible to dispose of all our
business by Wednesday afternoon so as
to bid each other good-bye. I need not
mention the very important matters
which are on the Notice Paper. I am
glad to see the better spirit displayed by

the leader of the Opposition and the
member for West Perth in the way they
have approached this Bill. Until they
spoke, I was one of those who was under
the impression that they were in fa~vour of
systematic delay taking plate in regard
to many things before the House.

MR. MORAN: You have spoken three
times as much as both of us put together.

Mn. HASTIE: The hon. member hias
made a statement which I will not deny,
but no one in the House will take his
word for it.

Ma. MORAF: Look at Hansard.
MR. HASTIE : I hope members of the

House will try to do thoroughly what

thbey are sent here to do, that is to give
fair and good criticism to every item
before us on Annual Estimates and on
Loan Estimates. With reference to the
Loan Estimates, I regret very much that
the Treasurer has considered it necessary
to bring Loan Estimates before us. I
was hopeful we could tarn over a new
leaf for a year or two and try to live
within our income. It seems to me that
to authorise another million and a half
contradicts what we have hither to been
saying in favour of loan matters. We
have tried hard to see if we could carry
on public works without applying to out-
side people, not only in London but
withina Australia itself, and to see if we
could become self-supporting. The worst
of it is, although we have done fairly
well in that direction, we find on the
Loan Estimates some items which I feel
quite certain not half-a-dozen members
expected to see there: it was thought the
money would be provided out of revenue.
I do not feel particularly sorry for the
fact that money is hard to got in Great
Britain. I believe our constant borrow-
ing will not be for the good of the State
but have the opposite effect; nor can I
feel that it is unfortunate that money in
Australia. itself is limited iand if New
South Wales was to come along and
collar all, or nearly all, the cash that is
going, I do not believe it would be detri-
mental in any shape to the people. It is
about time we tried to live within our
income. The Treasurer tells us he
requires about one million pounds to
carry on public works during the next
twelve months. I believe he will be able
to get half that sum, and probably by
that time some arrangement will be miade.
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Money will soon become so scarce that
the people of the State will require to
raise money themselves, and after the
nest general election-if I am valued as
a propbet-Parliament will readily p ass
a Bill to tax ourselves at something ]ike
the same rate as people in older r-ountnes
are taxed, and it will then be unnecessary
to look to the foreign money-lender for
every little thing we wish. 'Therewasone
matter over which I was rather puzzled in
the explanation of the Treasurer. He
said the late Treasurer (Mr. Illingworth)
charged the discounts to various works;
then he went on to say that more money
was expended on the publio works than
authorised. The Treasurer must he
charging money to discounts twice over
if that is correct. He assures us it is
only a bookkeeping entry. I think it
would be better that instead of charging
the £60,000 to the extra charge of public
works-

THnE TREASnUE: It is charged up.

Mia. HASTIE: Why charge discount
twice? I do not believe that is the best
way, and certainly it is not the most
honest way of doing things. Qua ques-
tion raised by the member for West
Perth was that our railways seem to be
a. perpetual cost, and that it is a good
thing to borrow money if we can do it
for the improvement of the railways. He
also said the railways are just paying
their way and that is all. 'Of this I
feel certain, that if we continueto borrow
and add to the capital cost of the rail-
ways, they wilt not and cannot pay their
way. Railways are justified only because
they open up the country, promote new
industries, and increase trade; and if so,
any expenditure on railways ought
to be paid out of taxation ; but if we
increase the capital cost by borrowing
wore mioney, we mnay inuke it inmpcossiblc
for the railways to pay their way. The
leader of the Opposition brought up the
most important question of all, that is
amounts are put in the Bill for " repro-
ductive works " which are certainly not
in some instances directly reproductive;
and if we are only to borrow money for
reproductive works, T do not think those
other works ought to find a place in
this Loau Bill. I was not here when
the Treasuirer began his explanation of?
the Fchedule, otherwise I might have

learnit what he meaant by 'Departmrnental,
£120,000.'1

THE TREASURER: It is the. cost of
building our new Houses of Parliament
and other s uch works that are not d irectl y
reproductive.

MR. HASTIE:- There are many kinds
of expenditure not directly reproduc.
tire.

THE MINISTEU FoR LANDS: The salaries
of egneers must be paid.

Vn HASTIE: The salaries of engi-
neers will apply not only to reproductive
loan works but also to many other works
that are considered necessary to be kept
up; and the ser vices of engineers are
divided between the two kinds of works,
though nearly the whole of their salaries
is charged to loan account. I agree with
theleader of the Opposition in regard to th e
vote for "development of goldfields" and
the vote for " development of agriculture,"
that these are items which should ntot
appear on this schedule because they are
not reproductive.

THE MINISTER FPoR LANDS:- Why not?
Mn. HASTIE : I wish to see the

country self-supportinig, and if we get a
large amount of income from the people
through taxation, wri should pay our way
and not reheve our burdens by borrow-
ing more money. I do not think it is
necessary to say much on this subject,
because wvithint 12 months we shall either
require to do our public works out of
revenue or shall not be able to do them
at all. I hope that while this Bill is
going through Committee wve shall dis-
cuss each item as it goes along, even
though we may 1 have to come back after
the Christmas holidays. We should do
our best to see that all items on the loan
schedule and all1 ordinary items are
thoroughly discussed.

MR. F. CONNOR (East Kimberley):
desire to enter my protest against anyv
farther loan policy- for this counutry. We
are told by the -Minister in chbarge of tile
Bill that thiese are works8 for which theyv
are not responsible, but that they have to
borrow the money' necessary to carry
them to cornpletion. We are also told
that we cannot borrow the mnuey in
England, but miust borrow it in the other
States, and four per cent. is suggested as
the pr-ice. Any ordinuary- busineCIs Man
can borrow money at four per cent. ; UcI
it is a nice position for the present Cur.-
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em meat to be in that they cannot do
better than that,. I must enter my pro-
test against the policy of the present
Government, who got into power with
the express intention of spending no more
money on public works until they put
their house in order. If those bon. mem-
bers on the Government side were
now sitting in Opposition and such an
opportunity was presented to them,
would they be blained for doing what
they considered their duty in pre-
venting this sort of thing going any
farther? No; they would take all the
credit for stopping the business of this
House and the business of the country.
A great deal mnight be said in favour of
making the loan much smaller; hut I do
enter my protest against the policy of
the Government, who said they were in
favour of retrenchment and reform, bit
now come down with a Loan Bill for a
million and a-half of money, and. try to
rush it through this House in a hasty
manner. It is indecent.

Hin. G. TAYLOR (Mount Margaret):
When the Collie-Boulder Railway 'Bill
was; before this House, the understanding
was that the work should be built out of
revenue. There was the same under-
standing with regard to the Malcolm.
Laverton Railwayv, which was to be built
out of revenue. We find in this Loan
Bill £42,000 for this latter work, and T
suppose that amunt is required to equip
the line. I hope the Minister in charge
of the Bill will make that clear.
Referring again to the Collie-Boulder
Railway, I think this amount of £17,850
for construction is a large sum for six
miles of line. That line should have
been built for considerably less, but I
suppose the Minister in charge of the
Bill will explain in reply.

Mn. T. H. BATH (Elannans) : I
wish to draw attention to the amount put
down for renewal of rolling-stock. While
it may be advisable and perfectly defensible.
to pay for rolling-stock out of loan funds,
it is not dmfensible to replace rolling.
stock out of loan funds.

THE; TRABauRUx: Don't you want new
rolling-stock for the railways?

MEL. BATH: It should be supplied out
of revenue.

THE TREASURER (in reply):- So
far as the criticisms of members arc con-
cerned, they have been just and fair.

The member for East Kimberley (Mr.
Connor) should look .at the printed list
placed before members showing the items
and the several amounts. Hardly any
of these items are new expenditure, but
are works that have been in hand for
some time, some of them for a consider-
able time. Taking the Railway Work-
shops at Midland Junction and the
Coolgardie Goldfields Water Scheme,
these account for about half a-million of
the total amount, and the bon. member
can hardly say the present Government
are responsible for these works. Then if he
will look to the loan authorisations, he
will get an idea as to what these works
were to cost. As to some items being
charged to loan that ought to be charged
to revenue, I may say that for the next
half-year we are having these items
analysed to see which are reproductive.
Some of them are bringing in as high as
8 per cent.; but such other items as are
found on fuller examination to be not
reproductive will go out of this account,
and will appear on the Revenue EDimates.
for nest year. It will be seen also that
several of these items have got unex-
pended authorisations in connection with
them. The practice in time past was that
works authorised were allowed to draw
up to the full amount of the vote in each
ease, instead of at the outset a sufficient
amount of money being asked for when
floating the loan at a discount. The
practice was to ask for only the actual
amount which the works were estimated
to cost, and this practice necessitated the
making up of the discount by a farther
authorisation at a later period.

MaL. MORAN:- The Minister means that
they did not allow enough to cover the
cost of the work and the cost of raising
the loan.

THE TREASURER: Yes. Theseworlrs
are bearing the whole cost; and this will
be the only authorisation required for
them. When I say these works are
paving interest on that capital. I mean
they are paying interest on the capital
including the discounts. Some loans
were floated at par.

Mn. MORHAN: At the time the loans
were authorised tihe credit of the country
was 11 per cent. better than it is now.

THE TREASURLER:- Yes. In addi-
tion, some loans were floated at a little
above par. The hon. member is right in
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savying it is advisable to get S100 in cash
for each bond ; because, if the cost of the
works is to be X10,000, we thus raise
practicallyr a X10,000 loan, whereas if
the loan be floated at a discount, we have
to ask for a much larger Sum of money
than the cost of the work.

Mu. DAGLIrdn: Do *you propose to
raise £e350,000 for discounts ?

THE TREASURER: No. There is a
balance of only £60,000 to be floated.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

ANNUAL ESTIMATES.
IN COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY.

Resumed from the previous Friday;
MR. FOULKS in the Chair.

WORKS AND RAILWAYS DEPARTMENT
(Hon. C. H. Rason, Minister).

Vote-Public Buildings, £2562,133-
Postponed item, Secondary School for
boys £1,000 (partly discussed) :

Ma. HASTIE : Why this school for
boys only, and not for girls ?

THE PREMIER would like to see
both sexes provided for; but it wats wise
to try the experiment with boys only in
the flrot instance. We were now con-
ducting examinations for secondary school
scholarships, three of which were vacant;
and the 70 canididates were all boys.
The school inspectors strongly favoured
this proposal, and thought it wise to begin
with a school for boys. In some parts of
America mixed secondary schools were
established, and were reported to he
working successfully; but as to the
advisableness of mixed secondary schools,
opinions were conflicting. He hoped the
Committee would agree to a boys' school,
which he believed would be successful,
and which would lead to the establish-
ment of a Secondary school for girls.

MR. HARPER, taking considerable
interest in education, asked for additional
information. It did not appear fromt the
Premier's remarks on Friday last whether
this was to he a boarding school or a day
school. A free boarding School would
involve large expenditure; and the ques.
tion arose whether the State was prepared
to initiate and continue such an institu-
tion, involving an enormous annual vote.
On the other hand, a day school would

accommodate none but the metropolitan.
suburban population. The proposal in
this respect should be definite. The
Premier said the Government were
already considering the awards of scho-
larships and bursaries for which boys
competed. It would be interesting for
members to know the basis on which
these were granted. The maxima of
marks for the different subjects in the
senior examination were;-Greek 400,
Latin 400, French 300, German .300,
English 200, algebra and arithmetic 300,
euclid 202, trigonometry 200, history 200,
chemistry 200, and physics 200. It was
reniarkable that Greek, Latin, French,
and Germian-leavinig out English -had
just half the total number of marks.
Surely the State must consider whether
boys wishing to win s. Scholarship must
learn Greek, Latin, French, and German.
These carried the highest marks; and if
a boy would he sure of getting to the
top, he must. take either Greek or Latin,
or probably both, while English was put
below French and German. This being an
Anglo-Saxon community, English should
surely be the most important language
to study; but Greek and Latin were
each given twice as many marks as
English. The State was not bound to
follow the example of university authori-
ties. The Government should decide the
maximum of marks to be given for each
subject. Surely we had in the State
enough problems which did not need a
knowledge of any of tbose four foreign
languages for their solution. He hoped
the Governmeant would review this exami-
nation scheme, and place iton a better
basis.

MR. JACOBY: The Premier's Friday-
night speech on this item was disappoint-
ing, because it did not attempt to outline
the Government's scheme, but was con-
fined to a general statement of the
advisableness of State secondary educa-
tion; and when he (Mr. Jacoby) asked,
by interjection, whether the system would
be free, the Premier retorted that the
question was a contemptible quibble.

THE Premier that retort was not made
in reply to that question.

MR. JACOBY: the Premier had said
it was desired to give to every child who
could pass the necessary examination a
secondary education. 11e (Mr. Jacoby)
then said that implied free education
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and the Premier said the interjection was
a contemptible quibble. [The PREMiER:
No.] Those were some of the points
members wished enlightenment upon.
As far as he could see, the scheme pro-
posed now would pledge the people to
pay a sumi into the Treasury to provide a
secondary school for Perth only. If we
were to initiate a system of secondary
education from revenue, the education
should be available to every child in. the
State, or not at all. the Premier
advanced the argument that because
primary education had been taken up as
a State matter throughout Australia and
in other countries, that was a sufficiently
good reason why we should enter on a
system of secondary education. The
main reason the work of education was
forced on the States was because it was
found impossible to reach the whole of
the children of the State if the work was
left to private enterprise. The children
in the sparsely populated places would
have been left without education. In
small communities where there were
only 18 or 20 children of the school age
there was absolutely no chance of getting
primary education in those centres unless
the State undertook it. If it were left to
private enterprise the fees would be pro-
hibitive. That was one of the reasons
why State primary education was taken
up.

THE PREMIER: What was a primary
education ?

Ma. JAOOBY: A primary education
fell considerably short of the standard
adopted in our own schools. He did not
criticise the standard laid' down by t-he
Educa-tion Department of the State ; it
was a high standard. When one maine
to the question of establishing a system
of secondary education we should make
it available to every child in the State or
not at all. And how could that be done?
From the remarks of the Premier this
system of education was to be free. We
could hardly establish secondaLry education
for much less than at quarter of a million
pounds ; that was to provide secondary
educational facilities throughout theState.
The first obligation as a State was to see
that primary education was imparted to
the children, and no one who had travelled
throughout the State could shut his e 'yes
to the fact that there were many children
who conld not get primary education.

When we had done our duty in respect
to primary education we had done every-
thing. In Perth the Government already
subsidised a secondary school. The
Premier did not say what was to be done
with the High School. The Government
subsidised that school to the extent of
£1,000 a year, and that institution was
endowed with land. In return the charge
for pupils was restricted to £212 per
annum. Though the High School was
supp)osed to be a secondary school, it was
to some extent a primary establishment.

T a PREMIER: Every secondary
school in the State bad 8 per cent, of
primary pupils.

MR. JACOBY': The High School was
established as a primary school. How
did the Glovernmnent propose to treat this
school? He thought it should be brought
entirely under the direct control of the
Education Department. He would like
to see that school turned into a modern
university, if that could be done. By
limiting the High School to charging a
fee of £12 per annum, all the other
secondary schools of the State were
limited practically to charging that
amiount. If the object of the Premier in
introducing a secondary system was to
limit the amount charged for secondary
education, that object had already been
achieved. As to the principle involved,
he would have been interested to learn
what particular system the Government
had in view. Tremendous strides had
recently been made throughout the world
in education.

THE PREMIER: Outside of America
and Germany, where ?

MR. JAOBY: In Britain, Glasgow
particularly, and in Russia. The Premier
had made no reference to the educational
work being done in Switzerland. More
attention hia been given to education
throughout the civilised world during the
past 12 years than previously. The
idea wats to abolish the excessive amount
of classical work and to substitute some-
thing of a more practical nature, if we
were to judge byv the system iu vogue
in America. If we were to take
the system of marks awarded in the
senior examination as outlining to some
extent what was in the minds of the
Education Department as a suitable
education for an Australian boy, he dis-
agreed. with the system altogether. He
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would like to see a far more practical
system, of education than a secondary
system could be. It had been found that
the system of manual training which to
some extent had been adopted in the
State schools bad resulted very favour-
ably. It had the great advantage of
being attractive to the children. On all
these points the Premier, who bad some
high ideals as to education, might have

gi'ven some explanation to the Committee.
One could not honestly give a vote to

provide a system of education in which
the children of all the people in the State
could not share. If the proposal was to
establish a system of secondary education
throughout the country, and the £10,000
was the first instalment of an annual
expenditure, then he would like some
farther information. He intended to
vote to strike the item out. It was to be
regretted this question had been brought
on so late in the session, for the subject
deserved great consideration. Some
definite proposals should have been
placed before mnembers earlier in the
sebsion, so as to be discussed by the Press
and the public before the country was
committed to this great innovation.'

MR. QUINLAN supported the striking
out of the item. The Committee were
not justified in voting for the proposal
on the information which had been
supplied by' the Premier. The question
of education was part and parcel of the
policy speech of the session, but it was
not the fault of the country that a matter
of this kind had been introduced so late.
The Government should now wait until
the general election to see if their view
was indorsed by the people. The elec-
tors of -the State were opposed to this
innovation, according to the views ex-
pressed by members. One point raised by
the member for Beverley was this: wai
the secondary school to be a boarding or
aday school? If this school was justified
for Perth it was justified for every other
town throughout the State. Country
people at present were unable to send
their children to the High School, to the
Grammar School, or to the Scotch College.
If it was proposed to make some farther
grant to the High School he could not
see much objection to that. Those per-
sons who could afford to have their
children educated after the primary
school agec were well able to pay

for the education of their children
in the first instance. After children
reached the age of 14 years few
parents were able to keep them at school.
If it was good enough for one party it
was good enough for another to provide
and .maintain secondary schools, and
people who wanted these schools should
pay for them. He was in favour of the
establishing of a university, but was
utterly opposed to the step now pro-
posed, for it was unnecessary in any
degree. Provision was already wade for
secondary education, in the State allow-
ance for scholarships and bursaries, and
this provision was sufficient to enable

scholars to go forward from the existing
secondary schools to a university wherever
it might be. If any proof were necessary
in regard to the educational standards of
primary schools in this State, we knew
that Mr. Cyril Jackson, after being in
charge of primary education here for
some years, had been appointed to a high
position in England. and this fact
showed the appreciation in which his
work wats held and the curriculum he
bad established here. Technical educa-
tion was required, and the Government
should direct their attention to that
rather than to a system of secondary.
schools. He came into contact with as
many persons seeking positions or jobs as
anyone in this State, and he knew that
many of the persons seeking employment
were highly educated, some of them

*holding degrees, yet the salaries they
*were able to obtain was shown by the
fact that in connection with the Perth
Public Hospital junior surgeons, when

recently required, were to start at a
salary of £75 a year. The managing
committee had gone so far as to pay
£150, and even a resident medical officer
got up to £00U. As another example,
members must know that many trained
engineers were employed in the railway
service and in the public works of this
State at a salary of about £150 a year;
and just imagine a man having to work
himself up in qualifications necessar 'y for
the position of an engineer, and expect to
obtain only £2150 to £2180 a year for his
services!

TaE PREmiER: Then what use for a
university?

MR. QUINLAN: If a State secondary
school were to be established in. Perth,
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every other populous district in the
State would be entitled to the same con-
sideration. The Premier was inclined to
go too far in this direction. He must
know be had not the authority of the
electors for what he was proposing to do,
and he should wait until after the-next
general election to test the feeling of the
people on the subject. This item ought
to be struck out.

MR. JACOBY moved that the item be
struck out.

Ma. P. REID supported the item,
because it was necessary to have a
secondary school for boys, and he agreed
that Perth was the most suitable plaoce
for establishing a school of this kind as a
beginning; but it was even more neces-
sary, from his experience as a parent,
that a secondary school for girls should
be established. There were various
secondary schools for boys already estab-
lished, though not under State control ;
but there was no similar institution to
which a girl could go in this State for
continuing her education after leaving a
primary school, unless it were to the
Training College, if she wished to follow
the avocation of a teacher. Speaking as
a parent, one of his girls competed for a
-Scholarship in Perth against nine boys,
and won it; then she went to what was
supposed to he the best school for girls
in Perth above a primary school, and
there she wasted nine monthis going over
the same ground as she had gone through
in a primary school at Kalgoorlie. When
a secondary school was established in
Perth as now proposed, he hoped it
would be open to every child that could
pass a certain examination; and if the
schools were found to work well in Perth
the system mnight be extended to other
parts of the State.

At 6-30, the CHAIRM1AN left the Chair.
At 7830, Chair resumed.

Ma. BURGES: The establishment of
a school for the sole benefit of the metro-
politan area would be most unfair to
country people, while small primary
schools iWere almost wholly neglected.
Country children should have the same
advantages as town children. It was no
use settling people on the soil without
giving them educational advantages for
their children. Without these advan-

tages the parents would crowd into the
towns, as in all the Eastern States- The
proposal for a university he supported;
but this was a proposal for a day school
from which country children would neces-
sarily be excluded. Such expenditure,
from the public purse, should benefit the
whole State. Some country children got
no education at all.- Look after them
before giving secondary education to
metropolitan children. Unless a satis-
factory explanation were forthcoming he
would vote against the item.

MR. HIGHAM: The preceding speaker
had made out a good case for a secondary
school, but opposed the item because
every extra-metropolitan centre was not
immediately to be provided with a similar
school. [MR. Bukoss: No.] Secondary
schools were more necessary than a uni-
versity; and the first schiool must be
estalished. in the metropolitan area, and
the system extended as funds permitted.
Secondary education was needed as well
for girls as for boys. Secondary educa-
tion of girls was very defective, being for
the most part in the bands of ladies who,
howevet estimable, were not trained
teachers. A State secondary boarding
school did not appear to be necessary,
unless for winners of scholarships; buta.
high-class secondary school was needed,
in spite of the good repute of private
establishments. The sum provided would,
he hoped, enable the Government to make
inquiries, and to place a detailed scheme
before the next Parliament.

MR. FERGUSON: It was the duty
of every State to provide for the educa-
tion of the rising generation, both boys
and girls. He was surprised that mem-
bers objected to a secondary system of
education, yet approved of the establish-
ment of a university. The State should
provide primary education, also a uni-
versity, and it was likewise the duty of
the State to provide secondary education.
The success of the prmary schools of the
Stale induced the establishment of
secondary* schools, for our system of
primary education was the best in Aus-
tralia.

MR. ConN~oR: So were the present
secondary schools,

Ma. FERGUSON: It was said the
country would be committed to a large
expenditure by the establishment of
secondary schools. There were many
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who at present went to primary schools
who would not go to secondary schools,
therefore manty secondary schools would
not be required. The attendance at
secondaryv schools would not be com-
pulsory. It would be the brightest pupils
from the primary schools who would go
on to the secondary schools. Many
parents who sent their children to the
primary schools would not be able to
afford to pay for secondary education.
Some pupils at the secondary schools
would gain their advance by winning
scholarships at the primary schools. If
there was a secondary system of educa-
tion parents would strive to send their
children to the secondary schools and
pay for their education. The secondary
sehools established by the State should
be up to date, and we should not be
niggardly' as to the payment to the
masters. State secondary schools would
setsa standard to the other secondary
schools of the State.

MR. M oRAN: How would it be possible
to compare them ?

Ma. FERGUSON: There could be
inter-school competitions. It would not
be necessary to have the same number of
secondary schools in the State as primary
pahools. The first secondary State
school would be established in Perth,
and the next perhaps on the goldfields.
After that, where there was a call for a
secondary school, one no doubt would be
established. As to the secondary school
being a day or a boarding school, that
difficulty might be overcome by the
establishment of boarding-houses in
connection with the secondary schools.

MRt. Bunous: Where was there a
precedent for that?

MR. FERGUSON: In all the large
public schools of England.

MR. Buxouts: Name them.
MR. FERGUSON: Rugby, for one.

A good deal hadl been said about what
should be taught in secondary schools.
We need not, in this country, follow the
lines of Great Britain. There was no
need to give a classical education such as
that given in England. Modern languages,
such as French and German, should be
taught; history, ancient and modern, and
the natural sciences; all these should be
taught in the secondary schools, which
were a great need in thiis State. Those
who were not able to send their children

to the secondary schools we bad here
would have an opportunity of sending
their children to the State secondary
schools.

MR. MORAN: But they would not be
free, it was said ?

MR. FERGUSON: Not absolutely
free.

MR. MoatAN: Had the hon. member
any idea as to what would be charged?
The Premier had not.

MR. FERGUSON: The sum of £1,000,
which was placed on the Estimates, was
merely to enable members to affirm the
the principle. There was no reason why
Perth should not have the first secondary
school established, as it was the capital
city.

MR. MoRAN : It would be a long time
before the system got out of Perth.

MR. FERGUSON was surprised to
hear the objections raised to secondary
schools.

MR. BATH: Members who had com-
plained that we had not sufficient time to
consider the question forgot that it was
a prominent feature in the Governor's
Speech, and also fairly extensively dis-
cussed on the Addresas-in-Reply. He
intended to give his unqualified support
to the vote for the purpose of establishing
secondary education in Western Aus-
tralia, and he had no hesitation in voting
for the amount, and thus committing
the Government to a scheme for estab-
lishing secondary education. He be-
lieved it was necessary, and he looked at
it from a national point to ensure national
success, for the success of a nation
depended upon the effect of education.
We had had in Western Australia for
some time past what might be considered
a very effective system of primary
education, and the State was committed
by the expenditure of sums of money in
Perth and on the goldfields to technical
education, but neither primary nor
technical education were sufficient, and
in order to make our system effective
secondary education was the natural
complement to the other two systems.
We were told that in Western Australia

Iwe had already secondary schools; but
they did not fill the bill. The curriculumn
might be good, and they might be admir-
able institutions in many respects, but
this was a work that the State should
take on its own shoulders. He believed
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denominational institutions did not bring
about fraternity of citizenship. The
success of America and Germany, we were
told, was due to the fact that in those
countries a great deal of attention was
devoted to technical education. That
was true to a certain extent. In both
these countries, and a country which had
not been mentioned, Switzerland, they
had not only a system of technical educa-
tion but a good system of primary schools,
with an effective system of secondary
education, and above all a university.
There they did not devote attention to
technical education only. That was the
natural complement to other systems of
education. In the truest sense of the
term America and Germany had a higher
education than Great Britain, with all its
boasted classical education. In America
the one thing that was doing good work
for the country and destroying what had
been a fatal component part in American
character-the rule of wealth, without
integrity of charater on the part of those
who ruled-was secondary education,
which was building up the character of
the young people. Boys went through

the primary schools, the secondary
schools, and the universities, and in a
majority the pupils were sons of poor
parents, the miners of California, Colo-
rado, the sons of ranchmen, the sons
of people who could not be called well-
to-do in the cities. These young men
were filling the positions in the munici-
palities, and were cleansing them of the
torruption that existed there. These
men were going to the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Senate of the United
States, and were cleansing the national
character of America. The education
was given often at a sacrifice on the part
of the parents, and through tbe intense
energy of the young men themselves. In
America at the present time many young
men who were not in a position to pay
the fees charged at those institutions
worked probably during their recess, and
very often in the colleges, in positions
such as janitors, or worked as agents
for various articles and inventions. These
men were building up a truly sturdy
class of young citizens in America byv
their own energy and often by the sacri-
fice of their parents. Westerna Australia-
needed the same thing if we were to take
a front rank in Australia; and if Aus-

tralia, was to take its place amongst
the nations of the world, we should make
our education as effective as possible.
We could not do it by university or tech-
nical training only, but there must be a
higher education to fit them to be credit-
able citizens by developing their iutegrity
of character. He was prepared to take
hid share of responsibility in voting for
the establishment of the system in this
State. The exp4rience of Switzerland,
with three millions of people, showed
that it was not too expensive there, for
the people spent 12s. a head on education
and about 3s. 6id. a head on maintaining
an army. The position in Great Britain
was reversed; for there the people spent
from 3s. to 4s. a head on education and
over X1 a head on maintaining the army
and navy. Money expended by a State
on secondary education was the best in-
vestment we could have; and the com-
munity he represented, which paid a
considerable share of tbe taxation, if
appealed to would willingly pay their
share of any increased expenditure for
fitting their sons and daughters to, be
good and worthy citizens. The system
when established should not be confined
to Perth, though it might properly be
started here, because such a system could
not flourish except where there was a
large population. After making a begin-
ning in Perth, the system might be
extended to the goldfields, to the South-
West districts, and to the Murchison
district. He believed the country would
back up the Government in carrying out
this policy.

MRt. J~coBY: Why nfl consult the
country firstP

Mu. R. HASTIE: The question was
firstly, should we establish secondary
education in this StateP and secondly,
was it necessary? It was said we
already had some secondary education
here, and it was also said we had not a
sufficiently large population to thoroughly
establish and maintain a secondary school
system. There were two religious deno-
minations that had secondary schools
already; but he was assured that this
provisiou was not satisfactory. What
was wanted was a State school for
secondary education, so that children
night have an opportunity of continuing
their education after leaving the primary
schools. Dozens of parents in this State
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now sent their children to Adelaide for a
higher education.

MR. JACODBY: What about the High
School in Perth ?

MR. HASTIE: The High School was
established by the Church of England,
and it would cease to exist and the
£1,000 a year now paid in support of
it would be transferred to the State
secondary school when established.

MR. J ACOBY: The High School was
not a denominational school.

MR. HA STIR understood it was a
Ohurch of England school.

MR. JACOBY : NO.
Ma. HASTIE: It was said that those

who lived in Perth would have an undue
advantage over other people in the coun-
try districts, if a secondary school were
established in Perth; but on the other
hand the system could be extended to
the goldfields and elsewhere in course of
time. Only where there was a large
population could a secondary school exist
successfully. He was pleased that the
Premier brought forward this project,
and hoped to see this policy carried into
action. He would like also to have a.
secondary school for girls.

MRt. G3. TAYLORt did not oppose the
principle of secondary education, but
contended that it the State had to spend
£1,000 a year more in improving the
education system, this money should be
devoted to the extension of primary
schools in those country districts which
had hitheirto been so much neglected.
He had to-day received a petition from
people residing at Mount Sir Samnuel,
stating that a deputation was coining to
Perth to assist him in urging this matter
on the attention of the Minister for
Education, and asking him as their mem-
ber to once more bring the matter under
the Minister's notice. The petition set
forth that the progress committee of
Sir Samuel, on behalf of the town,
not only asked but demanded a school,
and the parents felt that they had been
treated harshly by the Education Depart-
ment, for they madean offer some timue ago
to provide a schoolroom, being portion of
the Mechanics' Institute, and to guarantee
a contribution of £1 per week in aid of
the teacher's salary.

THE PasMEit: Was not there some
difficulty in getting a teacher ?

MR. TAYLOR: That was the only
exc~use the department could offer; but
there were teachers walking about Perth
wvho would be glad to accept the position
if only the Government would make up
a sufficient salary, the people in the
district contributing £1 a week towards
it. The petition gave the names of 20
children, ra~nging from 6 to 18 years of
age. He (Mr. Taylor) believed this offer
was one that had not been exceeded in
liberality by people living in any other
small township in the State, and he hoped
the Government would no longer deny a
school to the people of Mt. Sir Samuel.
Was not free primary education- from the
start intended for the benefit of the people
generally ? So should it he with secondary
education. This item would commit the
country to an indefinite expenditure; and
the Premier ought to have been able to
tell the Committee the exact cost of a
secondary State school for a fair number
of scholars; also whether the instruction
would be free, and whether this was to
be aboarding or aday school. tess than
one-third of the members of the House
were now present, yet we were asked to
commit ourselves to this vast scheme. If
a working man's boyv did by winning a
bursary get into such an establishment,
then, if his parents were not in a position
to clothe hint properly, he would not fare
too well at the hands of gentlemen's sons.
It was evident this school would benefit
the select few, who were well able to pay
for the education of their own children.
Working men's children, when they
reached the age of 14 or 15, were called
upon, even on the goldfields, to act as
brea-d-winners. He did not wish to
oppose even the most advanced form of
education; but we should not embark on
such a large scheme in such a thin House.
Two years ago 12 members voted the first
instalment for the rabbit-proof fence.
In common decency he asked the few
mnembe present not to pass, this sum,
entailing heaven knew how much e-xpen-
diture in the future. Nobody would suffer
if the item were struck out. Thresh out
the question before the electors; but do
not pass it in a moribund Parliament, of
which two-thirds of the members were
practically dead with respect to this
debate and the interests of the country.

MR. MORAN hoped the amendment
would not be pressed, If the £1,000 was
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needed for p lans and specifications to
-enable a scheme*- to be formulated, he
favoured the item; and the Premier
agreed to striking out the column showing
an ultimate expenditure of £10,000.

THE PREMIR: Until some money was
voted, nothing more could be done.

MR. MORAN: The Premier did not
on Friday night give members any infor-
mation. Had this scheme been laid be-
fore the public school inspectors, the heads
of the Education Department ?

THE PREMIER: Before every one of
them; and they all favoured it.

MR. MORAN: What was the tenor of
their reports ? Was this to be an ordi-
niary semi-classical school, or a semi-
technical college for teaching the applied
sciences ?* There was no need to discuss
-private establish ments, or to argue that
because some denkomination had a secon-
dary school, the State should have one.
Make up our minds as to what the State
wanted.

MR. Rwrn: - Secondary schools.
MR. MORAN: What were secondary

schoolsP
Ma. REID: Schools in which the edu-

cation of the children who entered would
he continued from the point where the
primary schools left it.

MR. MORAN:- An admirable explana-
tion of the curriculum, commencing at a.
point and finishing at a point. A point
had no parts and no magnitude. Where
was the school to be erected? Was it to
be free, or would fees be charged? If
the latter, we were legislating for the rich
only. True, by increasing bursaries the
poor might be included; but how could
the country scholar who won a bursary
maintain himself at this school in Perth ?
We should provide a liberal allowance to
let poor pupils come to Perth to be
educated; then we would he catering for
the bright intellect alone. Our primary
education was good, and every moan's
child could go to a State school but not
to a secondary school. What was the
ultima-te intention ? Were the secondary
schools to be boarding schools ? That
question bad not been answered. If not
boarding schools, then the secondary
establishments. were for those who would
live near the building, and Perth 'was
already well supplied with secondary
schools. It was a difficult thing for a boy
in the country to make use of the secon-

dary schools now existing. If the
secondary schools in Perth were to be
free, who would. keep a boy in Perth to
go to them ? If we were to institute free
secondary education, & start should not be
made in Perth but at Kalgoorlie or Bun-
bury orYork, where there was no secondary
education now, He would not oppose
this vote. The Colonial Secretary had
stated. that the intention was to have a
more advanced technical school. If that
was so, then these secondary schools
could not come into competition with the
secondary schools now in existence in
Perth. Was the ambition of the Premier
to wrest from the secondary schools in
Perth the scholarships at the universi-
ties? If so, he had all his work cut out.
We all had admiration for education and
wanted to see young Australians. fitted
for their work in life; but at present
there was over-education in Australia,
There were a number of B.A.'s on the
goldfields. dryt-blowg and cleaning boots.
Education mightbeome a myth. Why
should not the time taken up in attaining
degrees be spent in fitting a. boy for
work in life? Our object should be to
build up agricultural science and trade;
but he was told the secondary system
was to be established to pursue a classical
elucation. He was given to understand
that our inspectors were in favour of
departing f rom the secondary schools and
m'aking the system an advanced technical
system with applied sciences, and not to
follow the old style of grammer schools. I

THE PREMIER: To follow the German
Iand American methods-

MR. MORAN: It was all very well to
introduce a little item on the Estimates
in justification of a plank in a policy.
He would have expected the Government
to submit to the Chamber elaborate re-

Iports from the officers, the probable cost
of the work, the nature of the building,
vhere it was to be started, and. the cur-

~riculum. The Premier wanted to go hack
Ito the country saving that he had done
something towards carrying out his
policy. One was not in accord with
establishing a, secondary system similar
to the classical education catered for in
Australia by private enterprise. The
Premier had stated that the State set the
standard for primary education. That
was true, but the State could not set the
standard as to secondary education.

[A.SSEM3LY.] Secoudary School.
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THE PREMIER The contention was
that primary education was highest in
that country where State education pre-
vailed.

ME MORAN: That was true because
it was State education. The proposal for
secondary schools was in a nebulous.
state. He was afraid there would be a
keen desire on the part of the masters of
the State secondary schools to reach for
ordinary university prizes as competed
for by the ordinary secondary schools to-
day. All over the States of Australia
primary education had been neglected of
late; the vote for primary education in
Australia was being cut down ruthlessly.
If we entered on a career of secondary
education it would fail. Attention should
be drawn to agricultural work; he was
against an. agricultural college, but we
should have agricultural work on good
farms in the country, waking use of the
technical colleges in turning out artisans
and artificers. to do good work. Farther
than that we should not go. When the
Premier worked out the details of his
scheme he would see that he was embark-
ing on a work tbe nature of which he did
not foresee. 'it was not necessary to have
secondary schools to enable young men
to go on to a university. The entrance
to a university was by matriculation.
The university as known in Australia
was not a, secondary school and a univer-
sity. If there were a. university in Perth
to-morrow, pupils would go straight from
the State schools and the night schools
to the lectures at the university. Would
the Premier say how much of the money
to be voted would be expended? The
information required could be obtained
from our own expert officers, *and the
money voted would best be expended by
asking experts to draw up a scheme for
secondary ed ucation.

THE PREMIER said be bad deliber-
ately made his opening remarks wNide
because he wanted to raise the question
whether the State should or should not
undertake secondary education. Did
members think that the obligation of the
State ceased, as the member for North
Fremnantle said, at the door of the State
school ? He desired to express his own

oiinthat there was cast on the
shule of this State an obligation to

provide a system of secondary education.
We recognised the obligation now by our

system of scholarships, and by the
subsidy given to the High School in
Perth; and unless some suchi system as
that which the Government proposed
were adopted, no member would deny
that we must extend and increase the
number of State scholarships available
for children after they left the primary
schools. The system could not stop
where it was now. He had refrained
from giving details, because'to do so
might obscure the principle involved.
Ho had his own idea, but be preferred to
be guided by the advice of competent
experts. He agreed that we did not
want in this State a repetition of the
English grammar school system of teach-
ing; on the contrary, that was the
system we should try to avoid. We
should proceed more on the German or
American lines of higher education, aud
make it more of a. technical and modern
character, as compared with the English
gramimar school system. We wanted to
introduce not only scientific subjects, but
the scientific method of teaching should
also be introduced. It was in these main
particulars that the German and Ameri-
can method departcd from the English
grammar school method. Grammar
schools in Australia followed too closely
the English precedent.

MR. MORAN: 'Because all the prizes
available to gramnmar schools were given
for passes in subjects according to the
English systemr of higher education.

Tus PREMIER: Many grammar
schools in Australia were established and
had obtaided. a fixed bent in education
before universities in Australia were
established, and there would be found in
all these schools the application of the
English grammar school method. We
were apt to think that the method
of teaching was a mere shadow, and that
what was taught was the substance. But
was not that one of the most important
features in which the masters in English
grammar schools did not apply their
knowledge to the most up-to-date
methodd The trend he desired to estab-
lish was to give in secondary schools of
this State the best education obtainable;
and when a, child entered the school he
could take up either the classical side or
the modemn side, and could weave into it
that amount of classical or technical
education which was neqcessary to fit the
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child for the walk of life it was intended
to follow. The technical method should
be applied to every child. Technical
education pure and simple was not
necessarily treated as being a separate
part of education, but should be at special
branch by itself. The tendency in
secondary schools was to take so much
technical education as was necessary to
enable the teacher to impart other educa-
tion ; as in teaching a child to utilise the
eye and the hand as well as the ear.
What be desired was to have this general
principle affirmed, that the State should
undertake secondary education, and should
have a thorough examination made as to
the best methods of applying it, based on
German and American standards-their
methods or the bent of their school
education. In America, the benefactions
bestowed on every kind of educational
institution were marvellous in extent;
and he was afraid that in Australia we
could Dot look forward with certainty to
receiving such liberal assistance in pro-
portion to our population and wealth as
was the case in America. We had an
existing High School, which cost the
State £1,000 a year. The Inspector
General anticipated that this school could
be carried on at no increatsed cost; that
the £21,000 at year now given to the High
School would cover the cost of carrying
on the new system, after making allow-
ance for fees. He (the Premier) thought
that was too sangine an estimate; but
when the secondary school was estab-
lished, his idea was that there should be
no farther subsidy to the present High
School. We. should have the one
secondary school only, so far as at State
subsidy was concerned. In regard to fees,
we trenched somewhat on the future.
When the question came up to be con-
sidered, he as Premier might not be here
and others might control the matter. As
to whether we should have the secondary
education entirely free or partly free,
this did not affect the question as to
whether it was advisable to have
secondary education. It was for the
future to determine whether the school
should be free or partly free. There
should be an extended system of scholar-
ships, by which children could pass from
the primary school into the secondary
school, and they should be able to pass into
the secondary school and pay fees, passing

on the curriculum in the ordinary way. It
had been said that if we provided such a
system, we would be providing a higher
education at the expense of the poor.
He really believed uc thing had done more
to retard secondary education in this
.State than that parrot-cry. Whilst that
icry was acted on, it made a. first-class
education the sole preserve of the rich,
It there was to be no secondary education
because the rich might benefit, then
when were the poor to have a chance of
obtaining that good system of education
which was available for the rich? That
cry bad stood in the wayv of the State
providing a proper education for rich and
poor alike. There was no truth in the
objection, because the State desired above
all things to educate its children ; and
why should we inside a State school dis-
tinguish between poverty and wealth,
any more than we distinguished a man's
colour? We provided education not for
the benefit of the individual, but because
of the resulting benefit to the State. So
far as the State was concerned it should
be a matter of indifference as to what
might be the wealth or the poverty of the
parent of the educated child. The duty
and desire of the State was to educate
the child, and the question of rich and
poor should never arise, because all we
need have regard to was the educated
product. All the inspectors who had
dealt with this matter agreed in urging
that there was need for the State under-
taking secondary education. They agreed
unanimously that we should not adopt the
methods of the English grammar school.
They agreed that there were a great nums-
ber of very bright, very apt, and studious
lads piasing away from the State school,

iwho could under a more liberal system of
secondary schools obtain an education
which would carry them on in life, and
which was not open to them at the present
time. He was -asking the House to deal
with the question of principle, and to
affirmn it, namely that there was cast
Upon the State the duty of carrying on
secondary education. As to certain
lines of instruction, that was a question
of detail. He had indicated to members
how his own mind ran on the question.
We must be guided by our experts;
and if the item were agreed to, he
would like to send one of our scbool
inspectors to Germany or America, in
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order that he might bring baock the most
recent standards and methods, so that we
might apply them in Western Australia.
No State had greater opportunities than
this. The pop~ulation was small, but
rapidly increasing. The children re-
ceived a good primary education, the
value of which the parents appreciated.
Let us then provide, not the subsidised
secondary education of tbe Eastern
States, but a system of our own as much
ahead of theirs as our primary education
was ahead of their primary system. We
had a unique opportunity; for in none
of the Eastern States was secondary edu-
cation founded on the most modern
methods of America and Germany.
There was no desire to spend £10,000,
but merely to have farther inquiries
made, so that before incurring additional
expenditure a full report as to cost and
method could be laid before Parliament.

MR. JAOIBY: The country districts
were at a great disadvantage for lack of
efficient primary schools. Now it was
proposed to put those districts at a
farther disadvantage.

Tna Punin: If that objection were
valid, when would it be removed ?

Mn. JACOBY s "ympathised with the
Premier's ideas, but could not sanction*
what might be an expensive undertaking.
The Premier could not form an idea of
the ultimate cost; for no doubt he pro-
posed to extend the system indefinitely.
Secondary education -might be made
available throughout the State by a,
system of scholarships entitling winners
to courses in private secondary schools.
In Germany secondary education was
provided by municipalities by means of
evening classes; and certain civil service

appintmnents were open to those only
who had gained certificates after three
years courses in these schools.

THn Pnuxim - The great bulk of
appointments.

MR. MODY In America, secondary
schools were founded mainly, by million-
aires. In France, where there was a
State system, it had failed through red
tape and lack of elasticity, and was about
to be altered. Hle did not object to
£1,000 being spent in prosecuting in-
quiries; but he objected if it would
commit us ito, State secondary education.

Mn. MORAN accepted the assurance
of the Premier, and agreed to inquiries

bein made, especially in America and
in Germany. There was no need in this
State for wore doctors, lawyers, and
bank clerks. The cuuntry nuted good
farmners, miners, architects,. skilled arti-
sans; and for these, under an adequate
protective system, there would be amnple
employment.

Ma. PIGOTT: Inquiries in America
and Germaniy made by an expert were
desirable; but his report would condemn
State secondary education. Our popu-
lation was too small to justify such
an expensive system, no matter bow
immediately beneficial ; and ultimately,
if established, it must injure our primary
schools. The difficulty could be solved
for some years to come by the foundation
of Government scholarships, 'tenable in
private secondary schools, open to all
scholars in the State, 'whether boys or
girls. The Committee should note that
the item authorised arn ultimate expen di-
ture of £10,000, £1,000 to be spent
within six months; and moreover, it was
to proviane a secondary school for boys
only. Why not alter the wording in
accordance with the Premier's promise ?

MR. MORAY: True, if the Premier
wished to play a trick on the Committee,
he could do so; but surely members
must believe the Premier's statement
that the second column had no signifi-
cance at this stage, and that the fullest
information would be given before more
than £21,000 was spent.

THE PnxrsnR, being anxio us to h ave a
good secondary school established, would
not to do any th ing without having re ports.

MR. JAcoBI asked if he voted for the
itemn, would he commit himself to a
secondary school system ?

Mn. MORANY It was open for every
member to say whether he committed
himself or not. For his part, he would
commit himself to secondary education
on the German and United States systems,
but he required information.

MR. Ruin: Had the amendi~ent been
withdrawn ?

MR, JACOBY: No. If the Premier
said the money was for inquiry, the
amendmwent might be withdrawn.

Ma. RiEID wished to strike out the
word "1boys " and insert "1girls."

THE PREMIER:. It was better to deal
with secondary education generally before
ear-marking the item in any way.

Annual Estimates:
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Amendment put and negatived.
MR. REID moved that the word
boys " be struck out and "1 girls"

inserted. There was absolutely no second..
say schools for girls in Western Australia
worthy of the name, while there were
secondary schools for boys in Perth.

THE CuAiaRtAcrq: The amendment was
not in order.

THEn PREMIER: An inquiry as to a high
school for girls would be considered as
well as a school for boys.

Total of the vote (public buildings).
put and passed.

RAILWAYS DEZPARTMENT (Hon. C. H.
Rason, Minister).

Vote - Railways and Tramways,
£1,299,869 l3s. 4d.:-

Mat. MORAN: Is it the intention of the
Government to pass the Government
Railways Bill this sessionF That will
have a great deal to do with the discussion
on these Estimates.

GENERAL STATEMENT ON RAILWAYS
ADMINISTRATION AND ESTIMATES.

Tsu MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
The Government will use their utmost
endeavour to pass the Government Rail-
ways Bill this session. In dealing with
the items, I do not propose to go much
into detail. Members have had the Rail-
ways Report before them for some time
past. What concerns me most is that
during the last two or three days state-
ments have been made and repeated here
as to the enormous cost to the country of
Collie coal. It has been stated over and
over again that the use of Collie coal was
costing this State £100,000 a year; as a
matter of fact that we were wasting
£100,000 a year by the use of Collie coal.
That is a very serious statement to make,
and I thought it was a duty I owed to the
Committee to go carefully into the matter
to place before members the actual facts.
There ard some very interesting figures to
which I should like to call the attention
of the Committee in regard to this ques-
tion. In 1898-99 we used 64,747 tons of
Newcastle coal at an average cost of
17's. 5-97d. per ton, and 11,575 tons of
Collie coal at an average cost of 10s.
3-51d. per ton; a gross total of 768322
tons of coal at an average cost of 16s.
4-85d. per ton. If we come down to

1901-2 (I have the figures for the years
in between), we used 48,604 tons of
Newcastle coal at an average rate of 28.
1-54d, per ton and 89,587 tens of Collie
coal at a -rate of 13s. per ton; a gross
total of 138,091 tons of coal at an
average cost of ~sa. 3,77d. per ton. The
total expenditure on coal both Collie and
Newcastle was £126,449. In the financial
year that has just passed, 1902-3, we
used 48,059 tons of Newcastle coal at an
average cost of 21s, 8-35d. per ton, and
93,655 tons of Collie coal at an average
cost of 12s. 9-13dl. per ton; a gross
total of -141,714 tons of coal at an
average cost per ton of 15s. 94. The
total, expenditure on coal, both New-
castle and Collie, was £111,891. As
the total expenditure on coal was only
£2111,819, it is somewhat difficult to
demonstrate that £0100,000 a year is
wasted. For the purpose of illustrating
the case a little farther, if the total
quantity of coal we used last year had
been Newcastle coal-we may safely take
it in round numbers we used certainly
100,000 tons, probably a very great deal
more, but certainly that-the price for
Newcastle coal last year was 28s. 122d.
per ton.

MR. .PIGOTT: What was the average
cost delivered here ?

THE MINISTER: That was the aver-
age cost delivered here. This year, the
financial year just expired, it was 2ls.

MR. PIGOTT: How do you wake up
your averagese

TanE MINISTER: By dividing the
number of tons with the amount paid,
that gives the average cost per ton.

MR. PIGOTT; Do you not think it
would be fair to take off the cost at
Geraldton ?

THE MINISTER: I do not think we
could arrive at the average in a fairer
way than by dividing the number of tone
by the cost. That applies to Collie coal
just the same. If it does not suit the
hon. muember, he can work it out in his
owna way. The point I wish to put to the

i Committee is simply this: is it not a fair
question to ask ourselves, what would
have been the price of Newcastle coal
had there not been any Collie coal to
compete with it? I think that is a
question we should put to ourselves, and

Jif I put it to myself I have no hesitation

[ASSEMBLY] Railways Administration.
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in answering that. it would he very much
more than 21s, 8-35d. per ton. If we
used Newcastle coal only, the cost to the
State would have been v much greater
than by using the two together as we
have done. I should. like to point out
that in 1902-we got some idea of the
figures in comparison just now-we spent
£128,449 in coal to carry 8,158,299
passengers and to haul 2,040,092 tons of'
live stock and goods. In the Year just
passed we spent £111,891 in Colle coal,
roughly a saving of £215,000, lo carry
nine million passengers, a million more
than in 1902, and almost the same
tonnage of goods and live stock. I do
not intend to labour the question of coal
farther. I think I have demonstrated
to the Committee beyond all contradic-
tion that when the total cost for the
year in coal, both Newcastle and
Collie, is £4111,891, it is an impossi-
bility to waste £100,000 a year in coal.
The only unfortunate part., in analysing
the Railways Report, is to be found in the
'highi proportion of working expenses to
earnings. They are undoubtedly high;
but fortunately they seem now to be on
the down grade, anid I have great con-
fidence in sa 'ying they will be still farther
reduced this year. The report does not
show comparisons with other States;
but T have had figures got out for my
guidance, and when I give the working
expenses with earnings as compared with
other States they will be found uni-
doubtedly high. In Western Australia
for the past year the percentage of
working espouses to earnings. was 80833,
in South Australia 58,01, in Victoria
66-66, in New South Wales 68-37, in
Queensland 69175, in Tasmania 74-30,
and in New Zealand 68-05. That high
percentage is accounted for to a great
extent by comparing the fignres shown
on page 25 of the annual rep -rt. In
Western Australia fur 1902-P3, the
averLge cost, iu Pence per train mileC for
wages was 74-34 per cent.; in New South
Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and
Queensland, i1N2 per cent. (1902); so
that members will see at once this is one
strong reason why the working expenses
in comparison with working cost is high.
We can find some comfort in the per-
centage of profit to capital employed.
This percentage in WesItern Anstralia
(1902-3) was 3175, in South Australia

37, in Victoria 2-7, in New South
Wales 2-53, in Queensland 1-82, in
Tasmania 1-56, and in New Zealand 8-80.
This was on the total capital cost.
Certanly no Australian railway system
can show such a financial result as do
the railways in Western Australia, in the
figures I have given, for the 12 months
ended. June last. The total earnings for
the year were £1,553,485, and the total
expenditure was £21,241,873, leaving a
credit balance after paying working
expenses amountiiig to £305,612; and
after paying interest on the total loan
capital expenditure, and after paying
interest of 4 per cent, on capital
expenditu re from other sou rces, amounting
to about h alf a million out of revenue, there
remains a. net credit balance of £80,887.
Although the working expenses have in-
creased, yet the proportion of net profit
after payment of expenses has increased
also. This does not include sinking fund,
of course, but is the amount after payi ng
interest and bringing the railways up to
a high state of maintenance. Last year
we spent £26,350 in replacement of
locomotives; we spent £28,140 in bring-
ing up the wagon stock, and we wrote off
some £30.000 for depreciation. We have
made a total extra provision over last
year of £232,1 19. The payment to revenue
goes towards the sinking fund, and it'is
nut necessary to discuss the policy of
that, because it has keen settled long
ago. If the Committee ask me to point
out the weak spot in the railways of this
State, it is the high percentage of work-
ing cost to the work done; but I think
that amount can be brought down with-
out interfering very much, if at all, with
the wages of the men. I believe that
with closer supervision and better
management, it will be found that the
working expenses can be brought down
without interfering with the wages; and
I have every reason to believe this will be
the result of the operations this year,
and tint the percentage will be consider-
aby reduceed. The principal items I wished
to draw attention to are those I have just
read. The provision made out of revenue
for materials and stores, as shown in
these Estimates (page 68), and after
deducting £1l0,000 for stores adjustment,
is £30-5,298; for incidentals (travelling,
printing, etc.), £232,959; for compensa-
tion (claims for loss, detention, fur
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damage to goods, personal injury to em-
p)loyees. etc.', £8,000; for vacuum train
pipes to complete trucks, £14,000-not
for fitting the vacuum brake to all wagons,
but fitting the vacuum pipe so that there
can be a, complete connection through-
out the train; also for new works
and improvements, £25,000; for re-
placing obsolete rolling-stock, locomo-
tives, etc., £33,787 - this will bring
our rolling-stock up to a good state
of efficiency. Another feature that
will operate to reduce the working ex-
penses of the railways is the fact that
use can be made of thie Railway Work-
shops at Midland Junction in the new
year. xMembers who are acquainted with
this part of the subject will realise that,
try as we might, the railways have had
insuperable difficulties4 in connection with
the workshops at Fremantle. It has
been impossible to turn out good work
there with the meagre appliances and the
great difficulty surrounding the work.
All this can, to a great extent, be removed
with the beginning of the new year; and
when the up-to-date workshops and
machinery become available for the work-
ing of the railways, they -may be expected
to effect a considerable reduction in the
working expenses, and I have no doubt
they will be able to do it. The present
estimate compares favourably, in point
of expenditure, with the estimate of last
year. There is a considerable reduction
shown in the estimated amount, and I
have every confidence in stating that the
result of the working for this year will
show a great reduction in the ratio of
cost to earnings.

[General discussion ensued on raiilways
administration and estimates).

[MR. Foutnas took the Chair]

M-1a. ATKINS: One of the best means
of cheapecning the cost of working would
he to du plicat the Eastern Rail way from
Midland Junction to the Eastern .Gold-
fields, or at least from Northami to theI
goldfields. The wages-sheet was very
long; andl a great saving of time and
wagyes would result from the duplication.

AtnR. PIGOTT disagreed with the
Minister's conclusions %s to the advan-
tage of using Collie coal. The Minister
has) statedA the quantities of Collie and
Newcastle coal and the average cost of
both, taking into account the quantities

and p rices as delivered at Fremautle and
at Geraldton. This last factor might
have been left out. In 1900-1 the GJoy-
erment Railways Report (page 14),
showed ihe average cost of Newcastle
coal as 25s. 9d. and of Collie coal as
10s. LO-39d., and clearly proved that if
Newcastle coal had been used exclusively
during that year a net saving of,
roughly, £40,000 would have been effected.
The following year's report commented
on the serious as~pect of the fuel question
as to supply generally-the increase in
the average price per tonl as compared
with the previous year, attributable to
the payment of a high rate for Newcastle
coal and the high rate of 13s. per ton at
the pit's month for Collie coal; and
hoped that i n ren ewin g e xisting contracts
with the Collie companies a substantial
reduction in price would be obtained,
otherwise the imported coal would be
found infinitely cheaper at its lately.
reduced rate, having regard to results.
In that year Newcastle coal rose to
28s. Id. and Collie coal to 13s.; hut in
the year just closed Newcastle coal fell
to 21s, 8-35d., while Collie coal was re-
duced by only 3d. per ton ; so that accord-
ing to the Blue Book, if Newcastle coal
had been used exclusively last year, the de-
partment would have saved £40,000 plis,
roughly speaking, another £20,000. The
Ministeraslied how could we lose £100,000
peraunum if the Collie coal cost less; but,
as would be seen f row the report, it was
not in the cash price that the money was
lost. The Minister asked, what would
be the price of Newcastle coal if we did
not supp)ort our Collie coal minesP Well,
the Newcastle collieries charged 28s, Id.
and the Collie collieries 18s. In the fol-
lowing year the Newcastle companies
brought down their price and delivered
coal at (Jeraldton for 28s. 8d. per ton-a
reduction of 5is. Sd.-while the price of
Collie coal dropped onl'y, 3d.; so the force
of the Minister's argument was not
apparent. He (Alr. Pigott) would say
no more lest he should be accused of
stonewalling. He hoped that members
would recognise that as long as the State,
was a big customer of the Collie coal
min es the State was payi ng a. huige bonus
to the industry.

Mn. EWING:- The Minister's figutres
were a clear aLnswer to memtbers who
endeavoured to damn the Collie coal

CkSSEMBLY.] Collie Coal.
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industry. In February, 1902. a select I
committee, consisting olf Ur. F. Reid, Mr.
Yelverton, Mr, Connor, 'Mr. Mcflonald,
and Mr. Ewing, made exhaustive
inquiries as to the Collie coal industry,
and seriously considered the Railways
Report of 190041; because it aLppeared
from the statements of Mr. Short, the
acting General Manager of Railways, that1
the department were losing beavilyv
through using the Collie coal. The
leader of the Opposition (Mr. Figott) had
attacked Collie coal on the strength of
that reporit.

MR. PIGOOTT: And the 1902 report
also.

Mn. EWING: The former was the only
report in which a cash loss was alleged.
The membter for East Kimberley (Mr.
Connor), who now accused the Govern-
ment of using too much Collie coal, was
a member of that select committee, and
indorsed the report brought up. Clause
5 of the report staited that the acting
General Maoager.of Railways estimated
the loss to the department during the
year ending June, 1901, through the use
of Uollie coat, at £40,000 ; that this con-
clusicir was arrived at by calculating the
amount whicht would have been earned
by the department if the trucks em-
ployed in carrying Collie coal bad been
available for other traffic, and also by
estimating the Collie coal as being 50 per
cent. inferior to the Newcamstle ; that
both these contentions appeared to the
select committee to be erroneous, as the
Chief Mechanical Engineer estimated the
Collie coal ase only 33M per cent, inferior
to Newcastle, while Inspector Morgans.
the drivers, and the experts estimated it
to be inferior by 1l orZO0 per cent; and
that the only fair test would be to carry
100 tons of Newcastle coal f rom. Fre-
mantle to the various depbts where
it was to be used, and 125 tons
of Collie coal to the same places,
the 12.5 tons of Collie coal being, in the
opinion of the committee, equal to 100
tons of Newcastle; and charging a, half-
penny per ton per mile freight for both
coals, the committee found that the
avenage price of Newcastle coal was
25s. 9d. per tont at Fremantle and Collie
coal 10s. 9d. at the pit's mouth., At
Collie the cost (of 100 tons of Newcastle
coal was £137 10s., Collie coal £67 :l. 9d.,
a, saving of £70 6s. 3d. per 100 tons. At

the places mentioned the cost per 100
tons of both Newcastle and Collie coal
and the saving effected by using Collie
coal was as follows :-Bunbury, New-
castle £128 15s., Collie £77 Hs. 10d.,
saving £951 3s. 2d.; Perth, Newcastle
£181 5s., Collie, £99 9s. 7d., saving
£31 15s. 5d. ; Fremnantle, Newcastle
£Q128 l6s., oilie £102 12s. Id., saving
£26 2s, ld. ; Midland Junclion, New-
castle £133 6s. 8d., Collie.£101 10s. 10d.,
saving £31 l5s. 10d. ; Northam, New-
castle £146, Collie £116 2s. Ild., saving
£Q28 l7s. 10d.; Southern Cross, New-
castle £180 8s. 4d., Collie £160 18s. lid.,
saving £19 9s. Sd.; Kalgoorlie, Newcastle
£2209 Ss. 4d., Collie £197 7s. Ild, saving
£11 l5s. 5d. That worked out to an
average saving, by usingCollie codl during
the year, oif £34 on every 100 tons con-
sumed, or a saving of £34,000 on every
100,000 tons. It was manifestly unfair
that the leader of the Opposition and
those who belittled the coal industry
should have taken the report of Mr.
Short in 1901. It moust be remembered
that during the year 1900-1901 there
was a6 tremendous shortage of rolling-
stock, and it might have paid the Rail-
way Department to use Newcastle coal
because then they would have had the
use of the trucks. Mr. Short stated that
he Could not 81pare the trucks, and that if
the tolling-stock had been used for
carrying merchandise there would have
been a profit. The committee went
farther and stated in their sugges-
tions that they were of opinion that
Collie coal could be exclusively used
upon the railways and in all Govern-
ment works, and that instructions ho
given with that end in view, and where
difficulty was experienced by drivers and
firemen in the use of the fuel experienced
men be deputed to impart the necessary
knowledge.
M. PIGOTT: Did the hoai. tclii er

write this report himself ?
Mat. EWING: The report was written

and submitted to the committee, who
indorsed it. The chairmnan of a select
committee generally wrote its report,
and he (Mr. Ewing) was chairman of the
committee in that ease. If members
went through Ihe evidence, the-y would
find. that the late Chief Mechanical Engi-
nieer, Mr. llcthcram. also M1r. Short, and
a numbeor of people privately using Cullie
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coal spoke entirely in favour of Collie
coal, and Mr. Rotherani stated in his
evidence that in two years, a time now
practically elapsed, nothing but Collie
coal would be used on the engines of
the State. Mr. Campbell, who was for-
muerly mechanical engineer, gave very
satisfact~ry evidence as to the Collie
coal, and estimated its value at 15 per
cent. inferior to Newcastle coal. The
leader of the Opposition stated the price
of Newcastle coal last year was 21s. 8-35d.
and the average price of Collie coal was
12s. 9-13d. That member forgot that in
April last year fresh tenders were called
for, and the price of Collie coal from that
date until now had been 10s. 6d. per ton.
Why did not the leader of the O pposition
tell the Committee that ?

Mn. PIGOTT did not know it.
Mn. EWING: The bon.nmember should

not make these wild and woolly state-
ments without going fually into the matter.
The leader of the Opposition, who was
aspiring some day to be the leader of a
Government, should have due regard to
his responsibilities, and be careful before
he stated anything which would do harma
to an industry of the State. His (Mr.
Ewing's) desire was to place a fair and
straightforward statement before the
Committee, and not bolster up the
industry, for it was not being bolstered
up. Thte use of Collie coal was a great
advantage to the State, and to-day
it was immeasurably superior to what it
was 12 months ago. The leading news.
papers of the State upheld the industry,
and if it was not in the interests
of the State that would not he done.
He would give a statement of the prices
of Newcastle and Collie coal, taking the
rates at is. 3d. for the first five miles and
-Ad. per ton for every mile after that.
Nxewcastle coal cost at Fremantle, in-
cluding wharfage and handling, 22s. per
tonl; Collie coal, 17s. 2d. ; at Perth, New-
castle coal cost 23s. 6d.. Collie coal
16s. Sd. ; at Midland Junction, Newcastle
coal cost 23s. ld, Collie coal 17s.; at
Northam, Newcastle coal 26s. 2d., Collie
coal l~s. 3d. ; at Southern Cross, New-
castle coal, 33s. 3d., Collie coal, 26s. 4d. ;
at Kalgoorlie, Newcastle 38s., Collie 32s.
2-1. ; at Bunbury, Newcastle coal 21s.,
Collie coal, 12s. 2d. ; and at Collie, New-
{'utle coal cost 23s. Rd., and Collie coal
INs. 6d. This allowed for an inferiority

in the Collie coal of 20 per cent.
The memiber for Mount Margaret had

Ialways endeavoured to injure the Collie
coal industry. A member who was sup-
posed to represent labour should give
the Collie coal miners a fair deal. One
had only to compare the actions of the
member for Mount Margaret with the
actions of the member for Mount Barges,
who from the very day he entered the
House had given a. most loyal and hearty
co-operation in endeavouring to build uip
the Collie coal industry.

Mn. PIGOTT: It was interesting to
know that the member for the South-
West Mining District in giving the price
of Newcastle coal at Fremantle at 21s.
8d, did not mention that 2s, was charged
for wharfage, a portion of which was a
proft to the State.

Mn. HOLMES:- In 1902-3 the Railways
iReport was silent on the question of

I Collie coal.
Mn. PIGOTT. That had been pointed

out previously. The hon. member (Mr.
Ewing) had read from a report written
by himself. He talked of the redaction
in the price of Collie coal, but did not
mention that Newcastle coal laid been
reduced in price much more.

MR. EWING: The reduction in Collie
coal brought down the price of other
coal.

MR. TAYLOR: The reasons he had
spoken disparagingly of Collie coal were
to be found in the annual reports of the
Railway Department, and in the evidence
given by engine-drivers before a select
committee of this House. Collie coal
would not stand being stacked. Hle had
stated before, and repeated now, that in
October last some tons of Collie coal
were stacked at Southern Cross, and not
being used for some timne because coal was
taien off trucks for use as they came in,
the quantity of coal that remained in the
stack craw bled. do~wn and became useless.
That stack of coal must have cost the
State £9800. to £900; and it was only
one instance of loss. Collie coal crumbled
to dust and blew away, or it caught
fire; and to check the coal from wasting,
it was found necessary to play water on it
from time to time. The coal was absolutely
valueless for locomotive purposes beyond
Southern Cross, and in saying this he
was backed up by the evidence of engine-
drivers who had done their besit and
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worked bard to put the coal to a proper test
on the engines. The member for York
had accused the Government of pur-
chasing a fuel that burned out the
farmers. The coal was all right on the
engines from Collie to Perth and perhaps
up to Northam, but beyond that point it
would not stand stacking. Mr. J. T.
Short had stated distinctly in his report
that Collie coal was 50 per cent, worse
thatn Newcastle coal. Every year -until
the last, in the annual report of the
Railway Department Collie coal was
written down; but for some reason which
did not appear, the last report was silent
about it. He questioned whether Collie
coal was a coal, and doubted whether
any expert would pronounce it coal.
People should know the cost to which
the State was put iu subsidising this
industry. We could not find out how
much the coal cost the State, and now the
Railway Department had ceased to report
on it.

Mn. HOLMES regretted that the
Railway Estimates, which were so impor-
tant to the country, came up for discus-
sion so late in the session. The Collie
coal problem needed close investigation;
for to find out what the coal cost the State
we must add to purchase money the cost
of haulage and handling. The member
representing the Collie district (Mr.
Ewing) took 125 tons of Collie coal as
equalling 100 tons of Newcastle coal;
but if goods of a, given weight could be
drawn to Kalgoorlie by 20 tons of New-
castle coal, then if we used 25 tons of
Collie for the same journey we should
have to take five tons less of general*
mcrchiandise,thus penalisiug the State
by using Colliecoal. This matter should
he dealt with exhaustively in the Railway
report, which this year was altogether
silent on the point. The Minister should
immediately procure an official statement
of the comparative values of the two
coals. The Minister's figures given to-
night could not he accepted, for they
dealt with the actual cost of the coal
without allowing for haulage and hand-
ling. The working expenses, as compared
with revenue, had been reduced two per
cent. during last year; but as the rate of
freights had in the last 18 months been
increased by hilly 10 per cent., and the
ratio of working expenses to revenue
reduced. to only two per vent., there was

not much to boast of. The policy of
paying sinking fund as well as interest
had been abandoned, though it was clearly
h-id down by the Leake Government at
all events that both should be paid.
The Minister abandoned the sinking
fond and thought that because he was
paying interest and saving two per cent.
in ratio of working expenses to revenue
he was doing very well. All this pointed
to the necessity for close scrutiny of this
great earning and spending department.
The Estimates showed increases to the
promient heads of the department, some
of £100 and some of £250, while the
minor officers received few if any in-
creases. Some of the smaller salaries
had been reduced by a few pounds for
no reason whatever. He bad also to
complain of objectionable dismissals.
Officers of from five to eight years' ser-
vice had been dismissed without explana-
tion, save that the department no longer
required their services; and the positions
had been filled by other men. For in-
stance, the Locomotive Storekeeper, an
officer of eight years' standing, was dis-
pensed with after three months' leave on
full pay, with no explanation save that
his service was no longer requnired; the
office was abolishied, but a new offier,
ternned the Chief Railway Storekeeper,
was appointed from outside the service.
He (Mr. Holmes), when Commissioner
of Railways, had ruledl that if an officer
made a charge against a subordinate, the
latter was entitled to see the file contain-
ing the charge, and to defend himself if
he could. Prior to his taking office as
Commissione'r this had not been the
practice; and the system he introduced
worked well, and the men were fairly
satisfiid; because a superior who knew
that his subordinate would never see a
charge naturally made it more severe
than if a reply were possible. This
prac~tice appeared to have been recently
departed from. If this was so, an
explanation was needed. Some new ap-
pointments would-'be noticed--especially
that 3f Chief Locomotive Inspector, £700
a year. If time permitted much more
could he said both for and against this
great department.

MR. HIASTIE: All were disappointed,
like the last speaker, that the Estimates
came up for discussion so late in the
session. True, the Estimates were before
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us long ago; but the member for West
Perth (Mr. Moran), more t han any other,
had prevented their being reached.

[Mr. QUINLAN took the Chair.]

MR. MORAN: Absolutely untrue.
He had spoken less on these Estimates
than at any other time; he had only

F ken twice for 30 minutes, and on the
Treasurer's Estimates he spoke for seven

minutes. There was no occasion for the
member to talk of the time taken up by
other members, in his desire to crawl to
the Government.

MR. HASTIE : There had been a
great waste of time by the member for
West PerthI.

MR. MORAN: The hon. member knew
he was telling what was not true ; but
that was customary.

THE CHAIRMAN: The hon. member
must not use that language.

Ma. MORAN : If the hon. member said
that he (Mr. Moran) was guilty of
wasting time, it was untrue, and the hon.
member ought to know it.

MR. HASTIE: Was the hon. member
allowed to use that languageF

THE CHAIRMAN: If the member for
Kanowna desired the word to he with-
drawn, the member should withdraw it.

MR. HisIE : There was no desire.
Certain privileges were allowed to some
members in this House. Certain mem-
bers were allowed to make any state-
ments they liked.

Tan CHAIRMAN would not allow any
member in the House to charge him with
favouritism. The hon. member should
not dare to make such a remark. He
would not allow it.

MRt. HxSnxE expressed regret.
MR. MORAN : Out of deference to the

Chairman, he would withdraw the remark
and substitute " absolutely inaccurate."
He bowed to the ruling of the Chair.

MR. UnsTIE did not wish to take
notice of the remark, when the Chair-
man asked him.

THE CHAIRMAN: 'There were manky
things it was desirable a Chairman should
not take notice of unless attention was
called to them.

MR. HASTIE: Members should
recollect the indirect benefit to the State
from the use of Collie coal. Members
seemed to assume that Newcastle coal
was alwaysu good coal, while Collie coal

was bad. A large proportion of the
Newcastle coal which camne to the State
was inferior to Collie coal. There was a
lot of Newcastle coal at Fremiantle to-day
which was inferior to Collie coal, if the
Collie coal was freshly hewn. He made
this statement, and it was borne out by
expert individuals in the State. We
should remember although Collie coal
was found fault with it was better than
the average coal used in the world at the
present time. It was much better than
some of the good coal now used in
Scotland, and much better than some of
the coal used in England. The best
Newcastle coal was perhaps the best coal
in the world; therefore it was not fair
to make a comparison between the best
Newcastle coal and Collie coal. There
was coal in New South Wales to the
south of Sydney, a great proportion of
which was worse than Collie coal. It
was better in that it would keep, but it
was not better if Collie coal was used at
an early period after it had been hewn.
He (Mr. Hastie) was in Victoria in the
early nineties, and at that time very dis-
paraging remarks were made about the
Kormumburra coal. We must get better
coal here in Lime, and we should encourage
the industry and use as much coal as
possible, more especially if the coal was
used at a distance not too great from
Collie. He doubted if Collie coal should
be used between Southern Cross and
Menzies. If the railway management
handled Collie coal sympathetically they
could use it without much, if any, loss.

,Ma. TAYLOR; Collie coal burnt the
farmers out.

Ma. HASTIE: In Victoria there was
a great outcry about tbe Korrumburra
coal sending out sparks. The danger
from sparks was not an exception to
this country. The only coal which did
not set fire to) grass and crops was
the first-class coal of New South Wales.
He wished to refer to the much delayed
Midland Junction Workshops. We had
at present between 50 and 60 engines
out of repair which were not of any use
to the Railway- Department, and if there
had been efficient workshops the depart-
ment would have been able to put these
.50 engines to some use. Probably it was
on account of the disrepair of these
engines that the Govcrnmnent had ordered
four new engines of a small type for use
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on the Upper Darling Railway. He was
assured by dependable railway authori-
ties that we had sufficient engines of a
certain class that would do for that rail-
way if our workshops had been ready to
repair them. From the Commissioner's
report it was noticed that £16,000 was to
be spent in buying new engines, and he
wished the Minister for Railways would
assure the Committee that the expendi-
ture was justified, for he doubted if it
was. He had always been doubtful if
the Government were justified in in-
curring a large amount of expenditure
for the Upper Darling Railway, for he
did not anticipate any benefit from. it for
a long time to come. We had to extend
railway communication to various parts
of the country, and in many places this
communicatioin bardly justified a fully
equipped railway. Had the Minister
considered the question.of l ight railways
which had been taken up by nearly all
railway companies in England and
America? Without being able to run
regular trains daily, it would be well to
run railwayv motor c:ars, or to work the
railway by electricity. In one or two
places the electric tramns or motors could
be run cheaper than the present system.
He bad spoken to the Minister on this
matter and urged him to get one or two
motor ears for the Kalgoorlie-Boulder
route. Since the opening up of the tram-
ways between Kalgoorlie and Boulder
the railway had not been welt patronised,
and no doubt that line was carried on at
a loss. The question of running a few
railway motor ears was one that should
be taken in hand early. If motor cars
were a success there then he could point
out many parts of the State where such
motor cars could also be run. If we
were running out railways into sparsely
populated places, and heavy engines weore
not required, the cost of the I Pne would
not be great. There need only be light
rails and not much hallasting, and the
grades need not be cut down to a great
extent. A year ago when the Govern-
ment increased the freights all over the
country a promise was made that the
increase was to be temporary, and
that when the railway' s justified it there
would be a reduction. In one or two
instances small redIuctions had taken
place, but no large reductions had
cventuated. When it was considered

that this was a country of great distances
and the population was scattered, the
question was one of paramount im-
portance. The Government should
seriously considerwhether we should adopt
some other system of running the rail-
ways than that which obtained at present.
Apparently there was one system alone
which had the necessary element of fair-
ness, that being the zone system, and if
we adopted that system we could not
possibly lose. It had usually been the
experience of all railways that the cheaper
the freights and the greater the facilities
people had, the greater was the increase
of business. There had been no general
reduction to the people at great distances
except those on the Murchison Goldfields.
At Cue, Mount Magnet, and other places,
he believed, it was possible to get goods
delivered at a wonderfully cheap rate.
That in the first instancewas caused by the
Government runing the "Julia Percy "
and competing against the Midland Rail-
way, and in the second instance by the
Midland Railway reducing their freights
to a large extent. He had heard that
goods could be sent from Perth as far as
Cue at a cheaper rate than they could be
sent at even to Geraldton itself. The
Minister was not likely to follow this
example of the Midland Railway, hut
much could certainly be done in that
direction. Especially did be appeal to
the Minister to consider the question of
reduction to those people living many
hundreds of miles away from the centre.
Another question which required to be
better considered. was that of a farther
reduction of fares. He was aware there
would be reduction of fares front and to
certain places at Christmas time, but he
did not think that sufficient. At Christ-
mas time, if at any time at all, every
possible facility should be given for
people, especialry those in the interior, to
come to some oif our big watering places.
and he trusted the Minister would do
what he c-ould in that direction. Then
there was the old question of preferential
rates. Little if anything had been done
in that direction. He was aware in
some cases it meant a reduction in freights

[for people who lived on the Eastern
goldfields, and also on the Murchison
goldfields, but the general unfairness of
the whole affair since we had federated
induced him strongly to wish that tin
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freights should be equalised a great deal
better between Western Australian
products and products that came into the
State, No doubt this was very good for
those who produced and who lived here,
but after all we could not forget that we
depended for the development of the
country as much if not more upon those

pepewho lived five or six hundred miles
frhr alway. The member for East

Fremantle spoke of the unsatisfactory
way in which the employees of the rail-
ways seemed to be managed, and in
which many of the people on the top of the
list g't increases in salaries, whilst the
salaries of those a good bit farther down
were not altered if not decreased. Ap-
parently the rule they had gone by i n this
department, the same as in every other
department in this State-and for that
matter in every other State--was, "to
him that hthl shall be given, and from
him that hath not shall be taken that
which he bath." The system was unsatis-
factory. He wished some hon. gentleman
to tell us exactly how to improve affairs.

Nfu. CONNOR: As one of the members
of the select committee who sat in con-
nection With the Collie coal question, it
was only fair that he should explain his
position. It was our duty to, if possible,
help the Collie coal industry, and to in
every possible way use as much Collie
coal as we could. Very few people in
this State bad done so much as he had
for the development of thle industry and
advertising it. [Interjection by Mr.
EWING.] He lost a lot of money
directly and indirectly from it.

MR. WALLACEz: Did the hon. mem-
ber agree to the report of the select
committee?

MR. CONNOR: Yes; under certain
circumstances that he was not going to
specify now. Whatever the report of
the select committee was it did not make
any' difference as to the preseut facts in
connection with Collie coal, those facts
being that the coal was indifferent, that
it was dangerous to use the coal, that it
was subject to spontaneous combustion,
and that where it could not be used as
soon as it was taken out of the pit it was
waste of public money to use the coal.
HEt was sorry to have to say so, but that
was tbe truth. No member knew more
about it Lhan be did, because lie had
proved this thing. This coal bad been

used on a steamer by a company he was
Connected with, and on many occasions
it set fire to the steamer, whilst on one
occasion it set fire to the steamer in three
different places.

MR. EWING: Almost any coal in the
world would set fire to a steamer. Hardly
a steamer left London which did not

I catch fire.
MR. CONNOR: It was absurd to Say

that al most any coal in the world would
set fire to a steamer.

MR. EwxNo: It was the absolute
truth.

MR. CONNOR: It was manifestly
incorrect.

MR. EWING: It Was true.
MR. CONNOR: Why was it that

steamers trading to this coast did not
have their assurance affected as long as
they used any other coal than Collie., and

ithat as soon as they used Collie coal the
insurance company gave notice right
away that they cancelled their insurance?

ME. EWING: They had only tried one
class.

MR. CONNOR: The Collie coal he
knew about was what was at the time
known as absolutely the best, from the
Wallsend pit. Be did not want to say

Ianything against the industry, but wished
to have it for all it was worth. He had
advocated the use of Collie coal because
he was of opinion that we should help
native industries in every way; but one
railway having been maide, and works
handed over to private enterprise to carry
them on when the Government refused to
do it, we should not bolster the industry
up any more. We should not go in for
another railway until the coal was proved
to a farther depth. He was sorry be was
not present when the Minister told us

Iabout the excellent way in which the
railways were carried on. He did not
wish to go into ,mall details of bad
management, although lie had lots of
them, for nothing could be perfect, it
was understood by him that the House
was led to believe, either by the Minister
or someone else on the Government bench,
that we were carrying at a cheaper rate

Ion the railways than any of the other
States or colonies. That was not so.
Wore we carrying goods its cheaply as
other places?

TEE MIINISTER;: In mostA rasCs.
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Ma. CONNOR:± Were there cases
where we carried goods at twice ats much
as other places?

THE MINISTER: Yes.
Mn. CONNOR; In that caue it was

unnecessary to go into the argument.
We wore earrying produce at twice the
rates charged in the other States, and we
were bolstering up Collie coal in such a
way as to affect the position of the rail-
ways.

tin motion by the MINISTER, Progress
reported and leave given to sit again.

ADJOURNMENT.
THE PREMIER moved "that the

House at its rising do adjourn to 11
a.m. on the next day." Progress was
reported now with a desire to meet the
wishes of members that we should rise
early and sit early to-morrow.

MR. MORAN4 While desirous of
assisting the Government, should the
House sit at so early an hour it would
be inconvenient to him, as he had appoint-
ments for 12 o'clock. Would the House
sit, from 11 a.m. till 11 p.m.

THE PREMIER thought so.
MR. PIGOTT: The suggestion made

by the Premier might be accepted. It
would mean that we would get borne at a
reasonable hour to-night, and that would
lead to' a fairly early adjounmenut to-
morrow night.

MR. HASTIE objected to attending
at an early hour next day, as he had a
considerable amount to do in the fore-
noon. The Premier should not have
brought on ibis motion at such short
notice. We could get on just as fast by
sitting at 2-30 o'clock, and the present
hours were as much as could be reason-
ably expected from members. We could
sit at 2-30 to-morrow and at I11 o'clock
on Wednesday and Thursday.

THE PREMIER would be glad if hon.
members would meet at 11 o'clock.

MR. THOMAS: If we could not get
through the business by Wednesday, the
House Should not sit on Thursday and
deprive country members of the oppor-
tunity of getting to their homes ofl
Christmas flay. He would postpone
several engagements he had for the
following morning, so that he could attend
the House at 11 o'clock; but he hoped
the Premier would give country members

the opportunity of being home on
Christmas flay.

THE PREMIER sympathised with
the desire of members to be at home on
Christmas Day. It was a very natural
desire, but on the other hand, whether it
would be necessary to sit on Thursday or
not depended very largely on the nature
of the business. There was always a lot
of contentious matter at the end of a
session.

ME. Tuions: The understanding was
to adjourn on Wednesday, if we could
not get through before Christmas.

THE PREMIER desired to adjourn
on Wednesday, but. if there were matters
outstanding of a more or less contentious
nature, we might have to sit on Thurs-
day and dispose of them. He desired to
meet the lion, member as much as
possible.

Mn. WALLACE could not attend at
11 o'clock. He had endeavoured to assist
the Government in getting the work
advanced, but it was too much to ask
members at this stage to sit early in the
morning, for every member at Christmas
time had private affairs to attend to
during the mornings. The Premier
should not tie the whole of the members
because of the actions of the obstruc-
tionist party. He (Mr. Wallace) intended

tgo away on Wednesday morning-
The Government should let the axe fal
straight away on a lot of measures that
were to be cut off, so ais to let members
know the true position.

MR. TAYLOR: At what time did the
Premier intend to let the House adjourn
to-morrow night? From the power the
Premier used on Friday night, one did~
not know when we could get away. One
did not want to work 16 or 17 hours.

THE PREMIER: The hon. member
could be assured that he (the Premier)
did not want to work 16 or 17 hours.
We ought to be able to get away early
to-morrow night.

Motion put and passed.
The House adjourned at 11P38 O'clock,

until the next forenoon.


